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Every afternoon at 1:30 p.m. the world’s best 

cowboys, cowgirls and animals put on an 

amazing display of skill and grit, with each 

win building towards Showdown Sunday at 

the World’s Largest Outdoor Rodeo.

A dazzling doubleheader kicks off nightly at 

7:45 p.m. with the Cowboys Rangeland Derby 

Chuckwagon Races followed by the 

Bell Grandstand Show, featuring Dean Brody, 

and culminates in a spectacular fireworks 

finale that lights up the night sky. 

New for 2022! You’re invited to a celebration 

of cultures and a gathering of community 

featuring dancing, drumming and 

competition at one of Canada’s 

largest powwows. Join us July 12—14 at 

the Saddledome. Free with admission!

https://www.calgarystampede.com/
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Where innovation
meets opportunity

MNP.ca

Take your start-up where it’s destined to go and get there faster than 

you ever dreamed possible. Whether you’re looking to secure grants and 

government incentives, go public, or streamline growth or exit strategies — 

our team can help you unlock the potential in your business

and navigate the challenges along the way.

Jillian Murdoch, Regional Leader, Technology, Media, Telecommunications 

403.537.7633 | jillian.murdoch@mnp.ca

garden loft

Book a virtual or in-person tour of our Show Suite

Housebrand, celebrating 25 years of residential design-build in Calgary 

AGING REDESIGNED

w w w . g a r d e n l o f t . c a

Will Garden Loft work for my aging parent?

Garden Loft is ideal for someone who needs assistance to remain independent and has 

a family who is willing to help. The unit’s supportive interior has 25 features that make 

life easier and safer, such as adjustable height countertops that allow you to sit down to 

cook and clean up. The family’s backyard location is only steps away if help is needed 

but separate enough to maintain everyone’s privacy. The result is convenience and 

peace of mind for you - companionship and continued independence for your parent.

Join Dr. John Brown for a webinar exploring how older adults and their families 

can use Garden Loft to create a high-quality, independent, age-in-place future.

Wednesday June 15, 6:00 - 7:00pm
Reserve at www.gardenloft.caPhotography by Michael Grondin

Avenue June AD - April 28 2022 - A.0.indd   1 2022-04-28   10:35:08 AM
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Save money? 
Also yes.

Solar powered? 
Yes.

Their home uses 70 per cent less energy than the average Alberta home and 

100 per cent solar power. Type your address into the Residential Solar Calculator 

to see if your rooftop has the potential for solar power.

Calculate your solar potential at calgary.ca/respond

22-0019609 ADV-13749

https://www.pcl.com/
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S O T H E B Y S R E A L T Y . C A
CALGARY
403.254.5315

CANMORE
403.707.8048

EDMONTON
780.918.2635

LETHBRIDGE
403.308.3308

Sotheby’s International Realty Canada, Brokerage, Real estate agency. Independently Owned & Operated. E & O.E: This information is from sources which we deem reliable, but must be verified by prospective Purchasers and may be subject to change or withdrawal.

Jennifer Everingham
GLOBAL REAL ESTATE ADVISOR

CERTIFIED LUXURY HOME MARKETING SPECIALISTTM

ACCREDITED BUYER’S REPRESENTATIVE (ABR®)

403.614.8772

jeveringham@sothebysrealty.ca

501 SUNDERLAND AVENUE SW, CALGARY

BED: 4     BATH: 4     2,361 SQ.FT.      MLS: A1195573

This exceptional family home is ideally located in 
the inner-city community of Scarboro & only one 
block from Sunalta Elementary School. Beautifully 
renovated and exclusively designed by McIntyre 
Bills, it was once featured in Avenue. You will love this 

warm, wonderful home for years to come.

210228 102 STREET W, FOOTHILLS COUNTY

BED: 5     BATH: 4     2,962 SQ.FT.      MLS: A1195565

Luxurious acreage living only 30 mins from 
downtown - This exquisite French chateau-style 
custom-built home with over 4300 sq. ft. of living 
space is situated on 5 acres bordering a natural 
reserve. Featuring a large organic vegetable garden,  

a summer kitchen and over 400 trees & perennials.

Move Beyond Your Expectations

$1,699,000 $2,099,000

At Sotheby’s International Realty Canada, our commitment  

is unwavering: we deliver exemplary marketing and service  

to every client, regardless of a home’s neighbourhood or  

price range.

We understand that your home is a foundation for financial 

security and wealth, as well as a life well lived.  

Through distinctive brand positioning, media exclusivity 

 and trail-blazing technology, we elevate your property to 

maximize the returns from your home’s sale. 

As you consider your next move, we look forward to learning 

about your home’s unique story, and to maximizing its potential 

value with a marketing platform and network that is unrivaled. 

The Distinction of  

Sotheby’s International Realty Canada

Proudly Serving Calgary, Canmore, Edmonton, Lethbridge & Central Alberta
Nothing Compares
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Service as 

elevated as  

your standards.

S O T H E B Y S R E A L T Y . C A

Mary-Ann Mears
MANAGING BROKER

Thanks!  I've got enough

information about

ADHD!

... said no one ever.

Our non-profit Network provides evidence-based, 

research-backed information, guidance and resources 

for families, adults, educators and employers.

403-630-1616

What do you want to know?

https://ldadhdnetwork.ca/
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information about
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research-backed information, guidance and resources 

for families, adults, educators and employers.
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Knowledge grows here.

It is always a delight when someone takes time to visit 

us at Quails’ Gate – whether it’s a walk through the 

vineyard or a special occasion dinner in our wine library 

– this is the place where you can always come to relax.

It’s also a place of discovery. A place to learn about 

wines in our tasting room or how to enjoy them through 

an evolving restaurant menu. This is your place to 

create new memories with old friends or perhaps 

to simply enjoy an introspective moment with a 

spectacular view.

On Hospitality

WE’LL POUR YOU A CHARDONNAY 

WHILE YOU DRINK IN THE VIEW. 

nonprofit 
resilience lab

embracing BOLD ideas
NEW ways of thinking
a place of CO-DESIGN

INNOVATION

calgaryfoundation.org

T R I C O 

C H A N G E M A K E R S

S T U D I O

tricochangemakersstudio.ca

GET INSPIRED

for community. by community.
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14  Editor’s Note
90  Work of Art

19  Detours
Some of the boldest interior design in the 
city right now can be found in restaurant 
washrooms. We’re showing off six of our 
favourites this month. Plus, meet the fans 
powering Calgary’s pro soccer players, 
learn the Indigenous names of some of 
our favourite summertime destinations, 
read up on a new market that wants to 
bring people together, and more.

62  Dining
There are some amazing brunch op-
tions in the city right now. Food writer 
Elizabeth Chorney-Booth has the goods 

F E A T U R E SD E PA RT M E N T S

so you can start making summer brunch 
dates with all your friends.

68 Mountains
Is this the summer that you finally get out 
into the mountains on horseback? From 
easy afternoon trail rides, to overnight 
trips into the backcountry, we have op-
tions for how you can saddle-up.

84 Decor
A look inside an Okanagan summer home 
designed by Calgary interior designer 
Dayle Sheehan, with a pool, vineyard 
views and accessibility modifications.

48 Flow From the Rivers
Local artists speak to how the Bow  
and Elbow Rivers inspire them.
As told to Shelley Arnusch

54 Worth the Drive
Seven easy road trips inspired by  
tasty food and drink items.
By Dominique Lamberton  
and Chris Landry

58 Schedule Your Summer
What’s new and exciting at some of  
our go-to summer attractions.
By Dominique Lamberton

27  Innovation In Focus
Our third annual Innovation Issue picks up 
the discussion around whether Calgary 
should have an official innovation district. 
Plus, the individuals and organizations 
making waves across a range of sectors.
By Tsering Asha, Kendall Bistretzan, 
Ximena González, Danyael Halprin, 
Sarah Harrower, Michelle McIvor and 
Michaela Ream

44 Profile: Charles Buchanan
Meet the Calgary man on a mission to 
end technology poverty.
By Christina Frangou
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Charles Buchanan, founder of  

Technology Helps
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2nd location
CFM West opening august  

https://alloydining.com/
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 T
here are incredible things 

happening in Calgary’s 

innovation sector right now 

and you can read about just 

some of the individuals and 

organizations making them 

happen right here, in our 

third annual Innovation  

Issue. As in past years,  

Avenue is also hosting an Innovation 

Event, although, unlike previous iterations 

in the virtual realm, this year’s event on 

June 16 will be an in-person gathering at 

Platform Calgary, a building that practi-

cally vibrates with creative energy. 

The opening of Platform last year 

sparked discussion on whether Calgary 

should have an official innovation district. 

Similar to the way the world’s great fashion 

cities tend to have vibrant garment districts, 

proponents believe that a city with a strong 

innovation economy needs an energetic 

inner-city hub where technology compa-

nies, startup accelerators and gathering 

spaces for young, technologically skilled 

workers coexist in close proximity; where 

the mere act of grabbing coffee holds the 

promise of a connection to fund, fabricate 

and finance the next big thing. You can read 

more about what a local innovation district 

might look like on Page 28.

In the words of Laura Kilcrease, CEO of 

Alberta Innovates, the returning Platinum 

Sponsor for this year’s Innovation Event, 

the drive to be innovative and creative is 

S H E L L E Y  A R N U S C H 
E D I T O R  I N  C H I E F

s a r n u sc h @ re d p o i n t m e d ia . ca

embedded in the Albertan DNA. “We seek 

out new paths to the future, applying new 

knowledge and technologies to traditional 

sectors like agriculture, health and energy. 

At the same time, we’re using data, digital 

technologies, artificial intelligence, clean-

tech and other emerging technologies to 

pivot to new opportunities across sectors,” 

Kilcrease said. “The next century will bring 

unbound opportunities with technologies 

and innovations we can only imagine to-

day. We need to make sure that Albertans 

can grasp those opportunities.”

When we talk about opportunities, 

however, it’s important to extend the con-

versation toward issues of equity, such as 

technology poverty. This is best defined as 

when inadequate technological resources 

prevent individuals and non-profit organi-

zations from reaching their potential. 

With a background in computer engi-

neering and fintech, and a strong personal 

belief in community-building and volun-

teerism, Calgarian Charles Buchanan has 

made it his mission to address technology 

poverty. Through his social enterprise 

company Technology Helps, Buchanan 

ensures cash-strapped non-profits get the 

technological infrastructure they need to 

operate successfully. Like many Calgary 

innovations, this company started locally 

and is now extending its reach globally — 

just one more example of how what is hap-

pening here in our city is making an impact 

around the world.

Innovation 
City

Mark Tewksbury
Debbie Muir

CORPORATE CHAMPIONS PROGRAM

We train leaders like we train Olympic athletes to win.
Join us for the most unique and effective virtual training program on the market.

www.thegreattraits.com

For more information and to  
purchase tickets for the Innovation 

Event on June 16 go to  
AvenueCalgary.com/InnovationEvent

mailto:sarnusch@redpointmedia.ca
http://www.thegreattraits.com
https://www.avenuecalgary.com/innovationevent/
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The Ritu l of Celebr tion, for 50 ye rs

caesarssteakhouse.comDowntown 404.264.1222 Willow Park 403.278.3930

2022

TICKETS AND MORE
INFORMATION AT

AvenueCalgary.com/InnovationEvent

June 16 
Platform
Calgary

T H A N K  Y O U  T O  O U R  S P O N S O R S

https://www.avenuecalgary.com/innovationevent/
https://www.caesarssteakhouse.com/
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SPOT

SUMMER FUN IN MARDA LOOP
Shop, eat and play with us at  

Saturday, August 14, 2022
10 am - 5 pm

33rd Avenue SW from 19th to 22nd Street  

Enjoy the legendary Pet Pageant + Kids Quarter to the beat of live music,
local shopping, food trucks and more! 

Thank you to our sponsors!

NEW  to the Loop this summer
from the producers of the
Inglewood Night Market.

June 24 + September 2, 2022

For more information visit our website visitmardaloop.com 
or follow us on Instagram 
@visitmardaloop @mardagrascalgary @mardaloopnightmarket 
#VisitMardaLoop #MardaGras22 #MardaLoopNightMarket
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Saturday, August 14, 2022
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33rd Avenue SW from 19th to 22nd Street  
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local shopping, food trucks and more! 
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For more information visit our website visitmardaloop.com 
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at mount royal, innovation 
is about being bold, curious 

and creative. our students are 
catalysts of positive change, 

driving calgary towards a 
better, brighter future.

https://urospot.com/
https://www.visitmardaloop.com/
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YOUR PHOTOS OF 
SUMMER FUN IN CALGARY

YOU COULD WIN A $250 GIFT 
CERTIFICATE FOR USE AT THE 

WILDER INSTITUTE/CALGARY ZOO

avenuecalgary.com/
SummerFunPhotoContest

E N T E R

Enter now until the
end of June, come back
to vote through the

month of July

summer 
fun

photo
contest

MAKE THIS A 
SUMMER TO
LITERALLY 
REMEMBER.
Gradually reducing vodka soda 
now available across Alberta.

Can’t ̉nd us? Ask your favourite retailer to look us up on Liquor Connect. drinkgradient.com

M A S S A G E

A C U P U N C T U R E

F A C I A L S 

H A I R  R E M O V A L

B O T O X,  F I L L E R S

F A T  D I S S O L V E

587-585-2535

Parkview Massage

 + Wellness

parkviewmassageyyc

3125-280 Canyon 

Meadows Dr. SE

Calgary

Today is all about self-care. 

What are you doing to take

care of YOU?

Let us help you

TODAY!

Call, text, or go online to

book a service. 

june/july 2022

https://drinkgradient.com/
https://www.avenuecalgary.com/summerfunphotocontest
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Detours
[ A  N O T E B O O K  O F  T H E  C I T Y ]

1 2 3

5 64

1 This restaurant is a favourite of those who like to dine amongst greenery.

2 The washrooms at this tropical speakeasy were inspired by the owners’ vacations.

3 This washroom has WiFi-enabled smart lightbulbs that are usually set to a deep red.

4 This Calgary institution was once a bank, and you can still see the vaults in the basement.

5 This new spot in Victoria Park is named after the mothers of the executive chef and managing partner.

6 Plants are not just on the walls of the washroom here, they’re also on the menu.

HINTS

A N S W E R S  O N  P. 2 2
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ast November, Ryan Christoffersen 

was one of more than 40,000 fans who 

braved the cold to attend a historic 

game at Edmonton’s Commonwealth 

Stadium. That night, he saw Canada’s 

national men’s soccer team win against Mexico for the 

first time in 21 years, witnessing Cyle Larin’s game-

winning goal (and Calgarian defender Sam Adekugbe’s 

now-iconic, full-body dive into a snowbank right after). 

Christofferson is one of six co-founders of the Foot 

Soldiers, a supporters club formed in 2015 to cheer on 

the Calgary Foothills Football Club (FC), a develop-

mental team in the United Soccer League, predecessors 

of the Canadian Premier League (CPL) and its Calgary 

team, the Cavalry FC, which came later in 2019. Over 

the years, the Soldiers have watched Foothills FC play-

ers graduate to play for Cavalry and other CPL teams, 

along with Canada’s national team. “It’s no surprise 

to me at all that our Canadian men’s team is doing so 

well,” Christoffersen says. “You get more and more kids 

coming up watching [the sport], playing it, and all of 

a sudden, our team is going to be good for decades to 

come — if we can keep these leagues alive. The only way 

these leagues stay alive is [by] us supporting them.” 

On game days, the Soldiers can’t be missed. After 

pre-game beers at partner pubs the Rose & Crown and 

Ship & Anchor they board buses (provided by the pubs) 

to ATCO Field at Spruce Meadows, singing and chanting 

their signature tune, “Forever Fly the Red and Green.” 

Accompanied by drums, flags, noisemakers and ban-

ners, they make their way to their seats in section 200, 

which they fondly refer to as “The Clop.” Foot Soldier 

David Powell brings his young daughters along to games. 

“The intimacy of Cavalry is one of the things that makes 

the club, the league [and] the supporters’ group special, 

because everyone’s so approachable,” he says.

The Soldiers are both a community fuelled by a 

shared love of “the beautiful game” and a pipeline of 

motivation for the individual players — both locally and 

nationally. “We need more people to be excited about 

it,” says Christofferson. “So, jump on the bandwagon 

and come aboard.”—Lorenzo Gavilan Vargas

L
GET YOUR KICKS 

CAVALRY FC GAMES TO 
WATCH THIS SEASON

JULY 30 
CAVALRY FC VS. FC EDMONTON
Witness the newest Alberta pro sports 

rivalry in the “Al Classico” match 
between the province’s two CPL teams.

AUGUST 12 
CAVALRY FC VS. FORGE FC

There is no shortage of drama in what 
has been called the league’s best rivalry, 

between Cavalry and Forge FC out of 
Hamilton, Ont.

OCTOBER 8 
CAVALRY FC VS. PACIFIC FC

Cavalry take on the reigning CPL cham-
pions from Victoria, B.C. for the final 

home game of the regular season.

M E E T  T H E  F O O T  S O L D I E R S ,  T H E  S P I R I T E D 
C O M M U N I T Y  B E H I N D  C A L G A R Y ’ S  C A V A L R Y  F C

Supporting Soccer
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Every Thursday, listeners submit 

anonymous questions to the 

“Coach’s Huddle” segment of 

Coaches Don’t Play in the hopes 

that host Pammy Bhatti (a.k.a. 

Coach P) will dish advice on their 

love lives. Coaches — named for 

Bhatti’s reputation as someone 

who gives but doesn’t follow her 

own advice — offers casual come-

dic commentary on South Asian 

and Western pop culture: In one 

episode, Coach P and her friend 

Gurveen riff on internalized rac-

ism with an analysis of Abhishek 

“Shake” Chatterjee and Deepti 

Vempati’s relationship on Netflix’s 

Love is Blind. Coach P’s witty takes 

are why Coaches has universal 

appeal — it ranks in the top five 

per cent of trending podcasts 

worldwide and charts weekly on 

Apple Podcasts and Spotify’s top 

50. —Tsering Asha

You can listen to Coaches Don’t 

Play on Spotify, Apple Podcasts 

and any podcast streaming app.

COACHES 
DON’T PLAY

local podcast

Spotlight

Itsipa’ksikkihkinihkootsiyao’pi 
H E A D -S M A S H E D - I N  B U F FA LO  J U M P
This UNESCO World Heritage Site is where Niitsitapi tribes 
like the Kainai (Blood) and Piikani (Peigan) would herd thou-
sands of buffalo off a cliff to use for food, hides, bones, 
dung and other necessities. Itsipa’ksikkihkinihkootsiyao’pi 
translates to “Where he got his Head Smashed In.” 
—Lysandra Nothing

Detours

T H E  I N D I G E N O U S  N A M E S  O F  P O P U L A R
O U T D O O R  D E S T I N A T I O N S  N E A R  C A L G A R Y

Where We Are

Áísínai’pi 
T H E  M ATA P I I S K I  ( H O O D O O )  T R A I L
This trail in Writing-on-Stone Provincial Park (a UNESCO 
World Heritage Site) reveals sandstone-carved petroglyphs 
and pictographs depicting 4,000 years of sacred history, 
spirits and journeys of Indigenous peoples who once lived 
there. Áísínai’pi is Niitsitapi for “where the writings are.”

minihapa 

BA N F F
Many of the Indigenous names for Banff reference water-
falls: Minihapa in Stoney Nakoda translates to “waterfall 
place,” Nipika-pakitik in Nehiyaw (Cree) references Cascade 
Falls, and Nato-oh-siskoom in Niitsitapi (Blackfoot) means 
“holy springs.”

Minn-waki 

L A K E  M I N N E WA N K A
For centuries, the Stoney Nakoda First Nations people 
have been connected to Minn-waki, “lake of the spirits,” 
hunting and camping along the shorelines of this large, 
glacial lake just outside of the Banff townsite. The Stoney 
Nakoda people respect as well as fear Minn-waki for the 
spirits that reside there.Á
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MORE THAN A MARKET
H O W  B O N N Y B R O O K  J U N C T I O N  I S  D E S I G N E D

T O  B R I N G  P E O P L E  T O G E T H E R

pon walking into 

Bonnybrook 

Junction, your first 

impression may be 

that it’s another flea 

market, the kind where you might find 

a coveted vintage tee or a limited-

edition record. But it’s actually the 

collective organization behind this 

market that could be considered the 

“hidden gem.”

Founder Distance Bullock was 

looking to expand his vintage furni-

ture business, Left and Found, when 

he had the idea to form a collective of 

small businesses in 2020. “When this 

space [that we are in now] became 

available … that’s when we started 

inviting other people into it,” says 

Bullock. “Something that was really 

important was building a communi-

ty. We had the ability to bring people 

together in a good way.”

Located in the Alyth/Bonnybrook 

industrial area, Bonnybrook Junction 

launched officially in April 2021. Cur-

rently, the collective has five members 

and six permanent vendors. Members 

have equal decision-making power 

and agree to a shared code of values, 

like working together to promote 

U

Book 
Club 
Pick: 
Such a 
Fun Age

Amanda Arbuthnot, design lead for reading literacy and 

storytelling at Calgary’s Central Library, recommends 

this coming-of-age novel about how the lives of a young 

Black babysitter and a white mother of two become 

entangled after a supermarket confrontation. “I am a 

white mother,” Arbuthnot says, “and I think the author 

does such a brilliant job of capturing that sort of naïveté 

of the white mom. She was generous enough with her 

characters, even though they didn’t always act in the 

best way.” —Kendall Bistretzan BO
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hosted an anti-racism workshop, a 

poetry reading and live music. The 

venue is aiming to be a safe space for 

BIPOC creators and other under-

represented groups to share their 

work. “COVID has shown us how 

much we need better systems of sup-

port, and [how] we need to help each 

other,” Kara says. “We’re very much 

trying to rethink and challenge: What 

is a business? What does it mean to 

work together?” —Chris Landry

Bonnybrook Junction is open  

Friday to Sunday from noon to  

5 p.m., 4108 17 St. S.E.

each other’s businesses and services, 

sharing resources and committing to 

being actively anti-racist. 

“Being a part of a collective means 

we actually make decisions together,” 

says Bullock. “There’s a foundation of 

morals and ethics and values that we 

all just kind of align with.” 

The collective invites guest sell-

ers to Bonnybrook Junction’s night 

markets, and offers a sliding payment 

scale for vendors, so that anyone can 

afford to take part. 

There’s also an in-house perfor-

mance space, the Beat Nook, run by 

Bullock’s wife Kara Bullock, that has 

22 June/July 2022
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 ORCHARD RESTAURANT
Painted lines that resemble a topo-
graphical map, combined with grey 
concrete, golden fixtures and warm 
lighting from Edison-style bulbs, are 
a contrast between opulence and 
nature, the theme of this plant-filled 
restaurant designed by Kayla Browne 
at Sturgess Architecture. 
620 10 Ave. S.W., 403-243-2392,  
orchardyyc.com

 PAPER LANTERN
Primates peek between flora and 
fauna in the washrooms’ painted 
wallpaper, which ties in with the fully 
immersive experience of this cocktail 
bar’s underground locale.
115 2 Ave. S.E., 403-457-7765,  
paperlantern.ca

 D.O.P. 
This jungly wallpaper by local designer 
Rebecca Kettle would work nicely in 
a child’s bedroom. At this restaurant, 
however, it’s accented by vintage Ital-
ian Playboy covers in golden frames.
1005 A 1 St. S.W., 587-349-2656,  
dopyyc.com

 TEATRO
Walk down the stairs to this restau-
rant’s washrooms and you’re greeted 
in the foyer by a giant, bright-red 
couch in the shape of a pair of lips (à 
la The Rolling Stones logo) and a por-
trait of yeh-yeh girl Françoise Hardy.
200 8 Ave. S.E., 403-290-1012, teatro.ca

 PAT AND BETTY
This bathroom stall features abstract 
cartoon designs by local artist Kale 
Barr, one of three designs by different 
artists throughout this restaurant. 
1217 1 St. S.W., 403-453-7690,  
patandbetty.com

 VEGAN STREET TACO BAR
This vegan joint’s washroom is,  
appropriately, wallpapered top- 
to-bottom in plant prints. —C.L.
1413 9 Ave. S.E., 403-453-3283,  
veganstreet.ca/inglewood

Detours

1

2

3

5

6

4

https://orchardyyc.com/
http://paperlantern.ca/
https://www.dopyyc.com/
https://teatro.ca/
https://patandbetty.com/
https://veganstreet.ca/
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PRESENTATION CENTRE 
NOW OPEN

2424 4th Street SW, Calgary

CHOOSE YOUR

SUITE THIS
SUMMER

OPENING 
FALL 2022

Inspired Senior Living
From fine dining and concierge services to our 

best-in-class recreational amenities & lifestyle 

programming — including a theatre, spa & salon, 

and multiple outdoor amenities — Riverwalk  

has everything you’ve been wishing for.

We believe in individualized support with  

lifestyle options that include Independent Living, 

Assisted Living, and Memory Care.

For more information, or to request an appointment, call  

(403) 271-7244 or visit verveseniorliving.com/riverwalk

528 25 Avenue SW, Calgary

innovation comes to 
life in east village, a 
neighbourhood that 

attracts visionary 
minds and amplifies 

calgary’s creative spirit. 
we’re building the city’s 

future in east village.

calgary is the place 
where bright minds 
and big ideas come 
together with an 

unmatched spirit to 
help solve global 

challenges.

https://www.verveseniorliving.com/riverwalk
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Detours

This membership program — the  
first of its kind in the city — provides 
unlimited uses of reusable takeout  
containers from more than 20 par-
ticipating restaurants (and counting) 
including Bonterra Trattoria, The Nash 
and Klein/Harris. Made from one of 
the safest plastics available, Earthware 
containers have a 1,000-use lifespan 
before they are recycled. When you’re 
done with your takeout, Earthware will 
pick them up (for free!) or you can take 
them to a local drop-off location.
Available at earthware.me

Gradient  Vodka
Sodas

What could be better 
than a slice of TV-famous 

cake on the go? Buddy 
Valastro, a.k.a. the “Cake 

Boss” has debuted a 
new series of self-serve 
dispensers stocked with 

slices of cake from his 
Hoboken, N.J.-based 

Carlo’s Bakery. The slices 
retail for approximately 

$10 each and flavours 
include red velvet, classic 
chocolate and his signa-
ture rainbow cake. Look 
for these pop-up cake 
“ATMs” at malls in and 

around Calgary.
Available at CF Chinook 

Centre; The Core  
Shopping Centre; 

Southcentre Mall; and 
CrossIron Mills

NEW & NOTEWORTHY

Made from natural ingredients in 
cucumber mint, lime and raspberry 

lemon flavours, these pre-mixed vodka 
sodas come in packs of four or six 

($12.50 to $17). Each can offers varying 
alcohol contents, from two  

per cent up to eight per cent, for  
mindful consumption. 

Select retailers listed at  
drinkgradient.com

Buddy Valastro

Cake ATMs

new vendor

Sownsmith SS22

The spring/summer 2022 collection from  
Canadian-made ethical womenswear brand 

Sownsmith uses a sustainable fabric made from 
beech tree pulp. (There’s also a beanie made 
from an organic modal fabric.) Calgary-based 

Lisa Kwong founded the company with the goal 
of raising awareness of child trafficking. Clothing 
items range from $67 to $279 and seven per cent 

of profits are donated to Operation Under-
ground Railroad, which rescues children from 
sex slavery and provides recovery programs. 

Available at sownsmith.com

The Sandon by 
Barr ington Griff iths

Watch Company

Like all watches by local designer and 
watchmaker Mark Barrington Griffiths, 
The Sandon ($665) is made and manu-

factured in Canada. The mechanical, au-
towind wristwatch features a stainless 
steel case and leather straps in black or 

beige with subtle red stitching.
Available at bgwatch.com

Earthware 
Reusable 
Containers
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BY MICHAEL A REAM

https://bgwatch.com/
https://sownsmith.com/
https://drinkgradient.com/
https://earthware.me/
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https://www.ucalgary.ca/startsomething
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INNOVATION:  
THE INTERSECTION 
BETWEEN THE PRESENT 
AND THE FUTURE
Innovation has never played a more significant role in the future for Alberta.  

Our ability to develop existing industries while introducing new opportunities  

for growth is critical for our future prosperity.

 Alberta Innovates has a direct line of sight to improving the lives of Albertans today 

and for generations to come. We span the breadth of the province, seeking new 

ways to drive economic growth, health and well-being, and a thriving environment.

Learn how albertainnovates.ca

https://albertainnovates.ca/
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Innovation is the fuel that keeps our city moving forward.
Whether it’s coming up with new ways to grow things, heal ourselves

or interact with each other, here are just some of the ways
Calgarians are innovating, each and every day.

IN FOCUS

BY  TSERING ASHA ,  KENDALL BISTRETZAN ,  XIMENA GONZÁLEZ ,  DANYAEL HALPRIN ,  SARAH HARROWER ,  MICHELLE MCIVOR AND MICHAEL A REAM  

ILLUSTRATIONS BY  GUST OF WIND STUDIO  PORTRAITS BY  CHANTAL BENNETT

INNOVATION:  
THE INTERSECTION 
BETWEEN THE PRESENT 
AND THE FUTURE
Innovation has never played a more significant role in the future for Alberta.  

Our ability to develop existing industries while introducing new opportunities  

for growth is critical for our future prosperity.

 Alberta Innovates has a direct line of sight to improving the lives of Albertans today 

and for generations to come. We span the breadth of the province, seeking new 

ways to drive economic growth, health and well-being, and a thriving environment.

Learn how albertainnovates.ca
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ince the recession of 2015, Calgary has scrambled to redefine 
itself as something more than Canada’s oil and gas capital. But 
it took three years before the first strategic attempts to change 
course were conceived and, by then, many young Calgarians 
had left the city for places better suited to their lifestyle and 
aspirations. Designed for the preferences of an older generation, 
downtown Calgary is not the bustling hub of activity twenty-
somethings yearn for. But a new initiative hopes to change that. 

After the Platform Innovation Centre launched last year, a 
group of leaders from multiple organizations across the public 
and private sectors — including Calgary Economic Devel-
opment, the City of Calgary and Platform Calgary — came 
together to envision the creation of an innovation district in 
the heart of our city. Unlike traditional business clusters, where 
technology-focused businesses are isolated in suburban campus-
es, the modern innovation district is an agent of urban vibrancy. 
Restricted to a spatially compact area, innovation districts offer 
a holistic mix of residential, office, shopping and entertainment 
spaces in a walkable, transit-accessible environment. 

Terry Rock, the president and CEO of Platform Calgary, who 
holds a PhD in management from Texas Tech University with a 
focus on strategic management, entrepreneurship and innova-
tion, describes an innovation district as “a place where an inno-
vator is surrounded by their peers, programming, and supports 
in an environment that’s going to help them get their work done.” 
The most important benefit of such districts is efficiency, he adds, 
as ventures and people can find each other and connect swiftly 
when resources are in close proximity. “The real power [of an in-
novation district], where it really amps up, is that you shrink the 
community,” Rock says. 

Based on principles of accessibility, inclusiveness, collabora-
tion, connection and sustainability, an innovation district would 
catalyze the city-building strategies outlined in the Greater 
Downtown Plan and propel Calgary and its economy forward. 
“We really want this to be an inclusive project that has to belong 
to all Calgarians,” says Jason Cameron, program lead of resilience 
and infrastructure at the City of Calgary. “There’s a real opportu-
nity there, especially as we start to really need to attract interna-
tional talent and investment.”

Over the last decade, cities around the world have been com-
peting to attract one of the most coveted assets of our time: tal-
ent, and innovation districts have proven effective in attracting 

TALKING ABOUT   MY INNOVATION
(DISTRICT)

The city-building phenomenon that
might hold the key to growing a diverse

economy in Calgary.

BY  X IMENA  GONZÁLEZ
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TALKING ABOUT   MY INNOVATION
(DISTRICT)

it. U.S. cities such as Detroit and St. Louis 
have successfully revitalized their down-
towns by creating the unique spaces and 
places sought by the innovation economy. 

“Being purposeful about creating an in-
novation district means that the ingredients 
are there for innovators to connect and cre-
ate collisions that might not otherwise hap-
pen,” says Lisa Sierra, manager in collabora-
tion, analytics and innovation at the City of 
Calgary. “I think downtowns are great for 
those street collisions, [with] restaurants 
and businesses [where] people can connect 
and be introduced to the people they need 
to meet.”

Indeed, today the built environment is 
more important than ever for any city’s 
economy. As young professionals increas-
ingly become “digital nomads,” public 
amenities and programming take centre 
stage as a magnet for talent and capital. 
But our car-oriented, empty-after-6 p.m. 
downtown won’t cut it. To retain and attract 
young professionals, downtown Calgary 
must become a walkable, vibrant, complete 
community, packed with entertainment 
and cultural activities 24-7. A place where 
Calgarians can live, work, learn and play. 

“When you’re talking about people with 
a decent education, an in-demand skillset, 
they are not generally people who are being 
wooed to low-tax jurisdictions,” says James 
Stauch, director of research, scholarship 
and community engagement at Mount 
Royal University’s Institute for Community 
Prosperity. “They’re being wooed to quality 
of life.” According to Rock, the global com-
petition for talent is relentless. “The cities 
that are serious about it are finding ways to 
make sure that the talent conversation is a 
top priority,” he says. 

As vibrant communities become a mag-
net for talent, the creation of an innovation 
district in downtown Calgary has the po-
tential to catalyze our city’s commitment to 
an economic transition, meet the lifestyle 
sought by young professionals, and foster 
the breeding grounds for innovation. 

“Innovation happens through cata-
lytic events or collisions,” says Brad Parry, 
president and CEO of Calgary Economic 
Development, noting the importance of 

“The cities that are 
serious about it are 

finding ways to 
make sure that the 

talent conversation 
is a top priority.”
TERRY ROCK, PLATFORM CALGARY
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creating the physical spaces where people 
can congregate, share ideas and make in-
novation happen. “Having an innovation 
district is going to help push collaboration.”

These collisions are facilitated by the 
clustering of activities, which is the ratio-
nale behind any business district; what sets 
an innovation district apart, however, is 
that innovation thrives in a heterogenous 
environment, where innovators, artists and 
creatives can collaborate to devise solu-
tions for problems in myriad industries. 
“Solutions for clean energy could apply to 
agriculture, could apply to life sciences,” 
Parry says. “There’s such great synergies 
that happen and great solutions that can 
come from these other types of solutions 
coming together.”

According to Rock, an innovation district 
is a type of “shorthand” to finding the ideas, 
resources, and funding necessary to make 
things happen as efficiently as possible. “All 
the pieces are there,” he says. For example, 
the proximity between the Platform 
Innovation Centre, the Central Library and 
the National Music Centre at Studio Bell 
has facilitated the development of partner-
ships that bolster our city’s innovation eco-
system. “We built a music tech accelerator 
program with the National Music Centre,” 
Rock says. “The Calgary Public Library now 
has an entrepreneur-in-residence in part-
nership with us to provide frontline advice 
and channel people to the right [resources].” 

Other “pieces,” Rock notes, include 
InceptionU, the non-profit tech-training 
program based out of the Central Library, 
the University of Calgary’s School of 
Architecture, Planning and Landscape, Bow 
Valley College, SAIT’s School for Advanced 
Digital Technology and Arts Commons in 
the Downtown Core — all in close proxim-
ity to the offices of tech companies like 
Benevity and Helcim. 

Tech startups also tend to form in 
clusters. “It’s no accident that two of our 
most successful buildings downtown 
are the tech hubs of Aspen proper-
ties,” Cameron says, referring to The 
Edison and The Ampersand, two recently 
upgraded buildings in Calgary’s core. “Be-
cause people are looking for that strategic 
serendipity, those elevator conversations, 
those places that are happening.” PH
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The creation of an innovation district is thus an opportunity 
to rebrand Calgary as “a destination for people who want to solve 
global challenges,” Parry says, and attract the talent sought by the 
industry’s key players. “When we get bright minds with game-
changing ideas [coming] to our marketplace and setting up shop 
here, you start to see more and more people want to be part of 
that,” he says. “Whether it’s venture capital or other companies.”

Not everyone agrees, however, that an innovation district 
can nudge young Calgarians to stay, or attract talent from other 
provinces. Young people “provide intellectual and cultural 
energy, and they have a lot of disposable income that they 
spend in the public realm,” says Stauch. But they tend to prefer 
cities that have a wide array of cultural offerings and diverse 
demographics, such as Toronto, Montreal, or even Winnipeg. 
“There’s nothing wrong with knowledge districts,” Stauch says. 
“But most cities have a version of this, [and] it might actually 
become a minimum spec, like a convention centre used to be 
for hitting the big leagues — but it’s not enough, it’s not going 
to make us stand out.”

For an innovation district to succeed, a key challenge lies in 
identifying the unique attributes of a city and branding them in 
a compelling way. “We [an ad-hoc team comprised of repre-
sentatives from Platform, the City, CED, the SAIT School of 
Advanced Digital Technology and a youth member] did some 
research on what’s happening in the world around innovation 
districts, and how there are different models that have worked 
for different cities,” says Sierra. “And one of the things that came 
through was that they all had unique, homegrown ingredients. 
They made it their own.”

For this reason, the steering group has engaged in conver-
sations with community members, universities and industry 
leaders to determine the direction of this initiative from the 

get-go. Over a series of workshops last 
year, participants identified the values 
that will guide the development of this 
district: the aforementioned accessibil-
ity and inclusiveness, collaboration 
and connection, and sustainability. 
“Having these as the priority, versus 
attracting individualistic gains, is where 
Calgary can set itself apart and have a 
competitive advantage,” Cameron says. 
Likewise, Rock believes the sense of 
community already existing in our city 
is hard to match. “You have a generous 
culture where founders are encouraging 
each other and sharing knowledge — 
this is a real advantage that we have.”

But part of Calgary’s competitive 
advantage and uniqueness also lies in 
its past success as an energy hub. “With 
the energy transition, there’s no better 

place in the world than Calgary,” Parry 
says. “We have the investment, we have the 
knowledge, we have the data, we have the 
decision-makers here that can help compa-
nies achieve those solutions.”

The work to officially designate an in-
novation district in Calgary — including 
its physical boundaries, governance and fi-
nancing — is still in its early stages, and the 
steering group is set to complete a business 
case that will be brought to admin, council 
and potential partners this fall. However, 
when it comes to attracting talent and 
investment to Calgary, the ball is already 
rolling. “We’re already seeing companies 
that are growing fast and hiring,” Rock says.

Parry agrees. “People are realizing that 
Calgary is more than what it used to be.” 

Calgary’s quality of life, competi-
tive tax rates, and incentives such as the 
Opportunity Calgary Investment Fund, 
have been attracting the tech companies 
and entrepreneurs that play a key role in the 
innovation economy. “We have companies 
actively looking to relocate from other 
major centres into our market because they 
see the opportunities that are coming,” 
Parry says. “When you look at Infosys, and 
RBC, and AWS (Amazon Web Services) 
placing bets on Calgary, they’re setting up a 
footprint for long-term success.”

“Once you have these anchors coming 
in, you start to see other companies want 
to be part of that growth [and] come here 
because you’re close to the big players.”

Today, there are nearly 1,000 verified 
tech startups based in Calgary, and 42 
venture capital investors, in an ecosystem 
valued at $2.7 billion, which includes four 
“unicorn” companies whose individual val-
ues surpass $1 billion. Moreover, in 2021, 
Calgary’s talent pool ranked second among 
other small tech-talent markets, as tech 
jobs already represent more than seven per 
cent of all jobs.

Rock is beyond hopeful about these 
developments: “I think this notion that 
Calgary should have an innovation district 
that becomes a part of our identity as a city, 
a core part of our economic strategy, is no 
longer about ‘will we do it?’” he says. “It’s 
just a matter of, ‘How bold is it going to be?’”
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INFOSYS 
Moved In March 2021 
This multinational information-
technology company that provides 
business consulting and outsourcing 
services has said it will bring 500 jobs 
to Calgary by 2023. 
5100, 150 6 Ave. S.W., 403-538-2110 
infosys.com 
 
TEST DRIVEN SOLUTIONS 
Moved In June 2021 
The global software technology 
consultancy based in Newcastle,  
England chose Calgary for its first 
North American headquarters. 
3810, 888 3 St. S.W.  
testdrivensolutions.co.uk

RBC INNOVATION HUB
Moved In September 2021
This innovation hub is introducing 
jobs in AI, data engineering, full stack 
agile software delivery, site reliability, 
machine learning, data analytics 
and more across the RBC platform. 
RBC plans on welcoming 300 tech 

HEAD OFFICE HEAD COUNT
ACQUISITIONS &

EXPANSIONS
 

Notes from Calgary’s technology and 
innovation business community over the 

past two years.

AQUISITIONS

Groundswell Group 
In April 2021, the Calgary-based AI  

and data integration firm was acquired  
by Deloitte Canada. 

200, 214 11 Ave. S.W., 403-262-2041  
deloitte.com 

TaxCycle 
In January 2022, this Calgary-based tax-

preparation software company for  
accountants and bookkeepers was 

acquired by Xero, a cloud-based software 
company for small businesses. 

800, 1333 8 St. S.W., taxcycle.com 

CAMP Festival 
In January 2022, FITC, a global leader in 
design and technology-focused events, 
acquired this Calgary-based community 

event for designers and developers.
1729 12 St. S.W., 403-478-1357, fitc.ca 

E XPANSIONS

Neo Financial 
In January 2022, Calgary-founded banking 

business Neo Financial expanded into 
downtown Calgary, leasing 50,000 square 
feet of space across three floors of the 

Edison office tower and 62,000 square feet 
of a formerly empty converted retail floor 

in the Hudson’s Bay Building. 
neofinancial.com 

Symend 
In May 2020, this Calgary startup that 
provides companies with solutions for 

delinquent accounts received a $54 million 
series B funding extension, and in 2021, 

added to its office presence in Calgary and 
Denver by opening an office in Australia. 

symend.com

hen it comes to the 
number of com-
pany headquarters 
in a Canadian city, 
Calgary is second 

only to Toronto. However, this 
number has long been bolstered 
by the oil and gas industry, which, 
in recent years, saw setbacks that 
closed offices and spiked commercial 
vacancy rates in the downtown core. 
Calgary Economic Development and 
other city stakeholders have since 
started pushing Calgary as a sound 
bet for technology and innovation 
companies to set up head offices 
or regional headquarters. Here are 
some of the companies that have 
moved here, or announced plans to 
open an office, in the last two years. 

employees to the Hub by 2024. 
339 8 Ave. S.W., 403-292-3311 
rbcroyalbank.com

UNITY TECHNOLOGIES 
Moved In March 2022
While Unity’s claim to fame may be  
Pokémon Go, its online platform 
is being used to develop toys, 
solve business and environmental 
problems, and more. Calgary’s office 
currently has 60 employees and will 
grow to 150 within the year.
225 6 Ave. S.W., unity.com

 
ON THE HORIZON

MCLOUD TECHNOLOGIES CORP.
Move-in Date Mid-Late 2022 
The cleantech company that uses AI 
and analytics to maximize the capac-
ity of ESG (environmental, social and 
governance) plans to open a Calgary 
headquarters this year, occupying 
two floors of Stephen Avenue Place.
mcloudcorp.com

MPHASIS 
Move-in Date 2023 
In June 2021, this Bangalore-based 
cloud and cognitive service provider, 
in partnership with the U of C, 
announced it will create a quan-
tum computing learning space and 
experiential learning programs for 
students. Calgary will be Mphasis’s 
first Canadian headquarters, which 
is expected to bring in between 500 
and 1,000 jobs. 
mphasis.com

AMAZON WEB SERVICES 
Move-in Date Late 2023-Early 2024 
In November 2021, Amazon Web 
Services announced the launch of a 
Calgary-based hub to provide cloud-
computing platforms and services 
to customers, and more than 950 full-
time jobs across Canada, an expected 
$4 billion in investment over time. 
aws.amazon.com

BY  KEN DAL L  B I ST RETZA N
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raham Smith, president 
and CEO of Adaptive 
Engineering Inc., comes 
from a family of engineers. 
His father, the late David 

Smith, had always wanted to design things 
that would help people and create more ac-
cessible communities. Now, Smith is bring-
ing his father’s vision to life with Lift2Go — 
a wheelchair lift that’s easily transported 
and installed wherever needed.

Smith started Lift2Go with business 
partner and key engineer John Person and 
engineer Caitlin Lopez, who helped Smith 
and Person create and develop the proto-
types. The goal with Lift2Go was to create a 
portable mobility solution that was easy to 
transport and operate. “For me, it was really 
important to work on something like this; 
knowing that I was making a difference for 
those that needed it most,” Lopez says. 

The Calgary-based company has helped 
create accessible lifts for the airline indus-
try, as well as Via Rail. “We saw a need to 
create something to help transport people 
with special needs. There were places that 
didn’t have easy access, or had one or two 
steps, like an older building or historical 
sites,” Smith says.  

Lift2Go riders are first secured to the lift, 
then the rider or attendant uses a mechani-
cal crank to raise or lower it. The lifts are 
fabricated and assembled here in Calgary. 
“We’re very proud of that fact, to build, 
design and create it here,” Smith says.

Originally, the lifts were only available 
to rent for a set period of time. However, in 
the early days of the pandemic, Smith and 
the team realized that the need for Lift2Go 
products was increasing as many clients 
were wanting to move out of hospitals to 
avoid contracting COVID and to free up 

LIFTING PEOPLE UP

bed space for incoming COVID patients. 
Their response was to offer the service 

on a pay-what-you-can basis during peak 
periods of the pandemic. “The team’s idea 
to pivot was to make this service and the 
equipment available for those who needed 
it … regardless of [whether] they could 
cover the fee or not,” Smith says. “We were 
going to be there whether they needed the 
lift for an hour or for a day.” While the pay-
what-you-can service has been discontin-
ued now that pandemic restrictions have 
eased, Lift2Go continues to help its users 
connect to their communities by getting 
them where they need to go.

How a locally manufactured device is helping those with 
mobility challenges connect to their communities.

BY  SARAH  HARR OWER

“We saw a need to create

something to help transport

people with special needs.”

GRAHAM SMITH, ADAPTIVE ENGINEERING
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hen it comes to agricultur-
al production, Alberta is a 
Canadian frontrunner, sec-
ond only to Saskatchewan 
in terms of total field crop 
area and ranking a respect-
able fourth in greenhouse 
capacity. However, due 
to harsh prairie winters, 
fresh produce is imported 
to Alberta year-round, as 
only 60 per cent of Alberta 

greenhouses operate seasonally, and the 
remaining 40 per cent that are open all 
year cannot keep up with demand. 

With Canada’s population growth 
expected to be the highest in Alberta over 
the next 25 years, the farming industry is 
looking for innovative ways to maximize 
crop output in a way that isn’t reliant on 
uncontrollable variables like the weather. 
Enter: Vertical farming. 

Vertical farming is the practice of 
producing crops on vertically inclined 
surfaces. Like traditional greenhouses, ver-
tical farming is an example of controlled 
environment agriculture (CEA); a process 
where crops are grown in a highly con-
ditioned indoor environment. But, while 
greenhouses rely on soil and sunlight, ver-
tical farming utilizes LED lights and either 
hydroponics, aeroponics or aquaponics to 
grow produce in stackable containers. 

Vertical farming was conceptualized 
more than 30 years ago, and the first com-
mercial operation launched in Singapore 
in 2012. Ten years later, Canada is only 
beginning to make inroads. There are a 
few reasons as to why that is. It’s expen-
sive, requiring a lot of initial startup 
capital due to the high cost of equipment. 
And, unlike tiny, highly populated island 

VERTICALLY INCLINED

nations such as Singapore, Canada has a 
healthy spread of arable land.

According to Ken Fry, an entomologist 
and professor in the horticulture program 
in the school of life sciences and business 
at Olds College, Canada actually has more 
greenhouse spaces per capita than the U.S. 
(in Fry’s words, we have the potential to 
“punch above our weight” when it comes 
to CEA). Since imported and domestic 
produce must travel much further in 
Canada, than it does in the more densely 
populated U.S., transportation is also a 
bigger cost factor. While the cost of trans-
porting imported crops isn’t necessarily 
higher than the labour and technology 
costs it would take to operate a vertical 
farm, there are advantages that go beyond 
cost, such as the potential to bolster food 
security in northern regions and allow 
people in urban centres easier access to 
farm-to-table fresh produce. “Vertical 
farming tends to be scalable,” says Fry. “It 
doesn’t have to be ‘go big or go home,’ and 
that’s satisfactory for limited markets.”

Although vertical farming has only 
recently gained footing in Canada, a report 
by the American business consulting firm 
Grand View Research estimated global 
investments in vertical farming to be $3.1 
billion as of 2019, with 32 per cent of this 
in North America. In Calgary, a $2.73 mil-
lion grant from the Alberta government’s 
Investment and Growth Fund is enabling 
Ontario-based GoodLeaf Farms to open 
a 74,000-square-foot indoor farm in the 
industrial southeast. This facility expects 
to produce 700,000 kilograms of food per 
year and provide 70 full-time positions.

While this will be the first large-scale 
vertical farming operation in Canada, 
other small-but-mighty growers have 

 Why stackable crops are gaining 
ground in Calgary.

BY  KEN DAL L  B I ST RETZA N
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been making a name for themselves, as 
well. In 2016, brothers Ryan and Paul 
Wright, along with Dan Clayholt, were 
looking to take their combined 60 years 
of experience in the energy sector and put 
it towards something that would promote 
sustainability in the economy and national 
food supply. The trio decided to convert a 
10,000-square-foot commercial space off 
Barlow Trail in Calgary’s southeast into 
a year-round farm. It would take several 
years of developing prototypes and learn-
ing the best methods of engineering, but 
by 2021, NuLeaf, their hydroponic vertical 
farm, was selling produce to customers. 

Today, NuLeaf ’s production is increas-
ing weekly. On average, one cell comprised 
of several hundred eight-foot-tall grow-
ing towers will produce 40,000 to 50,000 
pounds of fresh greens per year, typically 
culinary herbs with some leafy greens. 

With a vertical farm, 40 per cent of 
capital costs come from lighting. Fruits, 
grains and staple crops take longer to 
grow than leafy greens, which means they 
require more light and, as a result, are 
more expensive to grow indoors. While 
traditional grain crops are best grown 
outdoors where the sun can do the heavy 
lifting, Ryan Wright says that vertically 
grown berries and peppers are on the cusp 
of economic viability, as lighting for these 
crops would comprise approximately five 
per cent of capital cost, but that would 
be the majority of operating costs. Once 
LED technology improves and lowers in 
cost, the scales will be tipped in favour 
of adding berries to the other varieties of 
produce being grown in the facility’s cells.

Despite high capital costs, which Fry 
estimates can reach tens of millions of dol-
lars, depending on the size of the facility, 
suppliers of container-style vertical farms 

suggest the payback period could be in 
the two-to-five year range. Additionally, a 
vertical farm can produce the equivalent of 
one acre of greenhouse space (over 43,000 
sq. ft.) on 2,000 sq. ft. of floor space. 

That said, Fry recommends that po-
tential vertical farmers tread cautiously. 
“Vertical farming is like where cannabis 
was 10 years ago. It’s the Wild West,” he 
says. “Everybody and their dog is with 
venture capitalists, getting into it, think-
ing they can pull it off. But a number of 
vertical farm operations have gone into 
bankruptcy, [on account of the] energy 
consumption costs, the labour costs and 
the cost per unit of food sold.”

So, while vertical farming might not yet 
have the capacity to feed large amounts 
of people, as prohibitive costs prevent it 
from being largely scalable, for now, it just 
might change the way Albertans think 
about where their food is grown and what 
it takes to get it to their tables. “Alberta 
is really well-placed in the greenhouse 
industry,” says Fry, “and if that’s the case, 
I don’t see why we couldn’t be well placed 
with the vertical farm industry, as well.”

 “Vertical farming is like where

cannabis was 10 years ago.

It’s the Wild West.”

KEN FRY, OLDS COLLEGE

TO MARKET,  TO VIRTUAL MARKET
Vertical farming isn’t the only way to access farm-fresh food in urban centres. Calgary-based 

CultivatR, which bills itself as a “virtual farmers’ market,” has over 400 products from local 

vendors that can be delivered to your door. These vendors are able to work outside of the in-

ternational distribution channels, which are not as affected by disruptions in the supply chain, 

so you can always have fresh, sustainably-sourced ingredients on hand. —K.B.
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From a fintech app focused on empowered investing to inclusive 

storytelling that builds community, Mount Royal students and 

faculty are helping shape the future through innovation. 

The next great idea could be yours.  
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n 2009, when Arleigh Vasconcellos 
founded her tech public relations 
firm, some family and friends 
wondered if she had picked the 
right sector to promote. Calgary 
was known for oil and gas, after all. 
But Vasconcellos knew the city’s 
technology and innovation scene 

was quietly building, and she wanted to 
shine a spotlight on it and tell its stories. 

As a PR professional, Vasconcellos had 
plenty of experience in storytelling and 
effective messaging. After studying com-
munications at the University of Ottawa, 
the born-and-raised Calgarian moved to 
Whistler to handle PR for a snowboard-
ing festival. That led to jobs with Whistler 
Blackcomb and Tourism Whistler where, in 
one year alone, she planned media visits for 
more than 350 journalists from around the 
world. In 2005, she and her husband quit 
their jobs to pursue their dream of living 
in Europe and moved to London. There, 
she worked at a communications agency 
and ultimately managed PR for a global 
industry trade show. 

The conference featured a technology 
track; for Vasconcellos, it was love at first 
PR encounter. She was enamoured with 
the people and their fascinating technolo-
gies. When she and her husband moved 
back to Calgary in early 2009, Vasconcellos 
launched The Agency to help innovators 
drum up positive PR. “These people are de-
veloping, building and making things that 
have the potential to change the world for 
good. They are phenomenally smart,” she 
says. “And part of what draws me to them 
is typically they’re not the best communi-
cators. They’re engineers, they’re software 
developers. They often think in numbers.” 

TECH MESSAGING

By helping them with words, Vasconcellos 
has built a thriving PR business. She spe-
cializes in sharing stories that distinguish 
her clients from the competition. Whether 
building a website, sharing social media 
content, or helping a company strategize 
for a multi-million-dollar sale, the firm 
highlights how clients’ technologies are 
solving ultra-specific problems. 

To do that, Vasconcellos and her team 
must understand the solution — be it an 
agricultural, environmental, logistics or 
financial technology — and translate it 
well. They’re known for asking a lot of 
questions, eliminating jargon and using 
plain language. As she often advises, “You 
have to tell the story so your grandma can 
understand it.”

To date, The Agency has shaped com-
munications strategies for more than 
200 startups, and demand is on the rise. 
Vasconcellos now has clients across the 
country, a team of 13 full-time employees 
working alongside six-to-10 consultants, 
and an airy new office in a heritage ware-
house in Inglewood. She’s also passionate 
about mentoring and coaching entrepre-
neurs, having participated in Platform 
Calgary’s Junction residency and the 
AccelerateAB Roundtables prior to the 
onset of the pandemic. 

Although the city’s tech sector has come 
a long way, Vasconcellos says it’s nowhere 
near the finish line, and that’s what excites 
her. “I’m really hopeful we’ve put the right 
foundations in place. There’s always change, 
but I think enough people are driving 
towards success that we will continue to 
grow,” she says. “It’s nice to see Calgary’s 
tech sector is finally starting to get the 
recognition it deserves.”

 Arleigh Vasconcellos has built a successful communications 
firm by focusing on innovation and technology clients.

BY   M I CHE L L E  MC I V OR

“It’s nice to see

Calgary’s tech

sector is finally

starting to get the

recognition it

deserves.”

ARLEIGH VASCONCELLOS,  
THE AGENCY
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a therapist with 30 or 40 people who they’re 
hanging onto for years, you’re not going 
to get in to [see] that therapist,” says Dr. 
Robert Tanguay, clinical assistant profes-
sor in the departments of psychiatry and 
surgery at the University of Calgary and 
vice president and chief medical officer of 
The Newly Institute, an inter-disciplinary 
mental-health clinical organization, operat-
ing across Canada, that offers psychedelic-
assisted psychotherapy among its outpatient 
treatment programs. “Everything we have 
designed [at The Newly Institute] has been 
designed to be rapid access, rapid resolution 
of treatments and rapid return to work and 
life ... We can’t just keep spending money 
on an administrative system that’s not 
working. You have to look at novel ways.” 

Ketamine, a dissociative anesthetic, can 
induce an out-of-body experience that 
some patients say helps separate their mind 
from their trauma (a process known as “ego 
dissolution”) and objectively evaluate it 
during a therapy session. Psilocybin (street 
name magic mushrooms) is said to induce a 
sense of openness and honesty that can help 
some patients break down emotional de-
fenses to address painful feelings. MDMA 
(street name ecstasy) can induce higher 
levels of empathy, which could help patients 
learn self-forgiveness. “Studies are starting 
to show the three of them are very similar,” 
Dr. Tanguay says. “They may hit different 
receptors, but they have similar responses. 
You see massive neuronal growth. It really 
enhances neuroplasticity, or the ability for 
the brain to change and heal.”

All three psychedelics are restricted 

under the federal Controlled Drugs and 
Substances Act, though ketamine is legally 
available to veterinarians and medical doc-
tors for use as an anesthetic and for other 
medical purposes. Both Bloom and Newly 
offer ketamine-assisted therapy programs. 
Led by teams of nurses, psychiatrists and 
physicians, the programs include ketamine 
sessions, goal- and intention-setting therapy 
sessions and any other therapies tailored 
to a patient’s specific needs. The programs 
are intensive, running between four to 12 
weeks, with sessions lasting between two to 
eight hours, three-to-five days a week. 

Currently, medical professionals can 
apply to Health Canada’s Special Access 
Program to use psilocybin or MDMA as 
a mental health, end-of-life therapy for 
terminal clients, which Newly has done and 
Bloom plans to do in the future. 

CHANGING OUR MINDS

our decades since the launch of 
Prozac, a psychedelic renaissance 
is shaking up the idea of how 
we should treat depression and 
other mental health disorders. 
Those at the forefront say there 
is a sense of stalled progress with 
mental health therapy. At worst, 
we are in crisis — of mental 
health, of opioid overdoses and 
of addiction. But research out of 

Johns Hopkins University and other presti-
gious institutions indicates that high doses 
of psychedelic substances such as psilocy-
bin, administered in a controlled setting by 
medical professionals, can produce long-
lasting results in a relatively short amount 
of time when traditional treatments like 
antidepressants fail. 

Among the local proponents is Jim 
Parker, founder and CEO of Calgary-based 
Bloom Psychedelic Therapy and Research 
Centre. “Rapidly rising rates of depression, 
suicide and deaths by drug overdose make it 
clear there is an urgent need for alternatives 
to the current biomedical approach — i.e., 
‘take a pill to fix your brain chemistry’ — 
which is helping some, but failing far too 
many,” Parker says. 

With a recent Angus Reid survey indi-
cating that 54 per cent of Canadians say 
their mental health has worsened since the 
COVID-19 pandemic was declared, our 
current system of referrals, specialists and 
waitlists — a system that is often inacces-
sible to those who can’t spare the time, 
money and energy to get well — could 
soon reach its breaking point. “If you have 

BY  TSE R IN G  ASHA

A new research chair at the Hotchkiss 
Brain Institute will study the potential of 

psychedelics as a mental-health treatment.
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Last June, Parker donated $3 million to 
the University of Calgary’s Hotchkiss Brain 
Institute to fund the Parker Chair of Psyche-
delic Research to advance knowledge about 
the role for psychedelics in mental health. 
The research chair is the first of its kind 
in Canada and a step forward in aligning 
psychedelics with lab coats rather than lava 
lamps in the public consciousness. “We need 
to test scientifically the efficacy and safety of 
these substances and how best to use them; 
that needs to be done in research settings,” 
Parker says. “Those studies are what is going 
to be required to remove the stigma around 
psychedelics, and that’s the key to opening 
minds in government, in the medical com-
munity and in the population at large, to 
assure people can benefit from them.”

The inaugural Parker Chair researcher 
is Dr. Leah Mayo, a neuroscientist who has 

“There is an urgent need for

alternatives to the current

biomedical approach.”

JIM PARKER, BLOOM PSYCHEDELIC

studied the intersections of mental health, 
stress and pharmacology. “I’m excited about 
the psychedelic part of it, but I don’t want to 
treat that differently than I would any other 
class of drugs,” Dr. Mayo says. “[I] want to 
be doing high-quality, high-impact science 
that’s going to inform clinical treatment.”

Dr. Mayo, who begins her work at the 
Hotchkiss Institute this September, grew 
up in Keweenaw Bay Indian Community 
on the L’Anse Reservation in Michigan, 
where she saw the need for mental-health 
services. She sees the Parker Chair as a 
unique opportunity that has the potential to 
dramatically increase accessibility to novel 
treatments. “Because this comes down to 
accessibility,” she says. “We need to design 
the treatments with the notion that if they’re 
successful, they [can] be scaled up to meet 
the needs of communities. Not everyone has 
someone like Jim Parker in their community 
who’s donating this money and building 
these clinics. Where I’m from, we don’t 
have that. So, how can we make sure the 
treatments we come up with are going to be 
accessible to people who really need them?” 

The existence of clinics like Newly and 
Bloom suggests that government policy 
makers may be opening their minds to 
research on alternative medicines. Even so, 
academics and medical practitioners feel 
the need to proceed with caution. Research 
data in 1950’s Saskatchewan indicated that 
LSD was a cost-effective, low-risk and sin-
gle-dose therapy alternative to lifelong stays 
in institutions or daily-dose prescription 
medications. But, after declining political 
support and moral panic changed cultural 
attitudes, scientists were discouraged, if not 
banned, from continuing their research for 
the remainder of the 20th century. “You 
don’t get a third chance for these sorts of 
things,” says Dr. Mayo. “So, I feel like we 
owe it to this class of drugs to not screw it 
up and to see what we can do with them.”

Moving from clinical trials to everyday 
patients means overcoming misinformation 
about the risks of addiction or diversion 
(using psychedelics recreationally after 
using them for therapy), both of which Dr. 
Tanguay says are unsupported by current 
data. “The advantage, unlike opioids, benzos 

and other medications that people are 
prescribed and take home, [is] nothing here 
leaves,” he says, referring to the ketamine-
assisted therapy at Newly. “The pharmacy 
delivers it here, it goes into our safe, you 
come in, you get treatment, you leave. You 
never get your hands on medication.”

Psychedelic-assisted therapy itself isn’t 
innovative — psychedelics have been used 
for hundreds of years for their spiritual and 
medicinal properties — but the fact that 
these therapies could be made available in 
the next two to three years and potentially 
alter our mental health care system, certain-
ly is. “I would say that psychedelic-assisted 
therapy has the potential to be for mental 
health what the electric car is for transport,” 
says Parker. “It’s a massive paradigm shift. 
It’s pretty exciting.”

HE ALING THE HOSPITALITY INDUSTRY
SABI Mind is another psychedelic-assisted therapy clinic in Calgary 
embracing novel approaches to treating mental health and chronic 
pain, though with a special interest in treating those who work in 
hospitality. The clinic’s founders are entrepreneurs with ties to the 
hospitality industry, who had lost a close friend and mentor. The 
experience shed light on the mental-health struggles faced by many 
others in the industry, and how these struggles have compounded 
over the course of the pandemic, which hit this industry particularly 
hard. SABI Mind also has a research focus, and recently developed 
and launched the Canadian Psychedelic Survey, the most compre-
hensive survey of Canadian psychedelic use to date. —T.A.
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PROP-TECH PROPS

Sola is a proposed eight-storey mixed use 
project in West Hillhurst that will contain 
172 homes with unique amenities, luxury 
finishes — and the latest technologies. “I’ve 
been involved for over 30 years in real estate 
development and always been focused on 
tech and innovation,” says Harish Consul, 
president and CEO of Ocgrow Group of 
Companies, the leading developer behind 
Sola. “Now, we’re looking at how we can take 
real estate condo projects to the next level.”
In addition to the fitness centre, indoor and 
outdoor rooftop terraces, heated parking ga-
rage with storage lockers, self-serve car wash 

These local innovations are changing the way we buy and sell homes.

BY  MICHAE L A  RE AM

BODE CANADA
Launched in Alberta in 2019, Bode is an 
online real estate marketplace. Sellers can 
use market data to view what is happen-
ing in their area or check the sold data 
to gauge what’s selling and how to best 
market their home, while users can sched-
ule viewings, check offers or set terms and 
conditions on a closing contract through 
a free account. Bode takes a one-per cent 
service fee from the final selling price, but 
home buyers are spared paying agent 
commission fees, and sellers are provided 
professional photos and measurements.
bode.ca 

OPENHOUSE . AI 
This AI-powered platform provides  
homebuilders with real-time data into  
what buyers are interested in. Once  
OpenHouse.ai is integrated into a home-
builder’s website, it learns to track buyers’ 
preferences and what they are looking for 
in categories such as location and design. 
The data allows builders to optimize plans 
and designs to build the perfect home for 
buyers –– at the right price.
openhouse.ai 

OWNLY
Ownly is an all-in-one shopping tool  
designed to streamline the real-estate  
purchasing and homebuilding processes. 
The online platform lets users shop 
around, get finance options, make offers, 
place a deposit and purchase a lot or 
home. Ownly also provides insight into 
credit capabilities and what communities 
and upgrades are currently popular. Users 
can preview available lots for sale, then 
fully design and furnish a custom home, 
all online. 
theownly.io

bay, bike-lockup and pet spa, Sola units will come 
equipped with gigabit ethernet high-speed in-
ternet. Ocgrow has also partnered with Amazon 
(all units are equipped with Alexa devices) and 
with Shopify, to sell, buy and virtually tour Sola 
units online.

Consul says his company has seen interest 
from Ontario and B.C. real estate investors who 
believe in the growth of Calgary, something he 
believes is a good sign. “There’s a huge amount 
of tech job growth coming in,” he says, “so we’re 
seeing a lot of investors now looking at Calgary 
to get involved.” 
solacalgary.com 

NEW SOLA CONDOS LISTING ON SHOPIFY

OUR CITY HAS BIG DREAMS.  

AND THEY ALL .

 
Built for the community by the community, Calgary’s economic strategy, 

Calgary in the New Economy, sets out to achieve an ambitious vision for  

our city that creates long term prosperity and opportunities for all. 

Pressure-tested in 2021 with hundreds of Calgarians like you, the strategy  

is a path forward toward economic diversification and an economy that  

is inclusive and accessible to everyone. 

Economic development is a collaborative effort and we all play a part.

How will you transform our city?  

Learn more at CalgaryInTheNewEconomy.com
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East Village is Calgary's most start-up-friendly neighbourhood. 

A catalyst of what’s next and a place that sparks new ideas and 

amplifies the city’s creative spirit. We are for leaders, disruptors 

and visionaries—and we invite you to be part of it.

We're building the city's future in East Village.
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s CEO of ePlay Digital 
Inc., Calgary’s Trevor 
Doerksen spends most of 
his days in the metaverse. 
Founded in 2016, ePlay 
is a mobile game creator 

and publisher specializing in sports and en-
tertainment augmented reality (AR) titles. 
Doerksen co-created its flagship game Big 
Shot Basketball, Howie Mandel’s Howie 
Go Viral and the running app, Klocked. 
In January 2022, ePlay released Fan Freak, 
an app where users play daily fantasy, pick 
sheet and streak games with professional 
sports teams. 

The next iteration of the Internet, the 
metaverse is a fully realized digital world 
in which users can play, work and learn. It 
refers to virtual reality, AR, or a hybrid of 
the two. In the metaverse, your custom-
designed avatar can engage in real-world 
scenarios such as business meetings, wed-
dings, sports, dating and concerts.

It’s kitschy, for sure, but some people are 
questioning why they’d want to host/attend 
a meeting as an avatar in the metaverse. 
“Innovation for innovation’s sake can be 
fun and interesting,” says Doerksen, 52, 
named one of the Top 20 Thinkers in Social 
TV and Second Screen in 2012. “But I’m 
pragmatic, and some of these applications 
are not needed and kludgy.” 

What Doerksen is enjoying about the 
spatial realm are the audio and visual 
enhancements. When you run in the physi-
cal world with Klocked, for example, you 
can hear the breath and footsteps on your 
headphones of passing competitors, the 
tempo matching/boosting Weav music, and 
messages announcing pace and landmarks. 
Post-race, you can watch the special effects 

“I like to think of the metaverse as

augmented reality, not as an alternate reality.

I’m too grounded in the real world to want

to replace it.”

TREVOR DOERKSEN, EPLAY DIGITAL INC.

THE META MAN

emitted from your exclusively designed 
Tattshoos sneakers when you overtake 
runners, as well as the slow-motion replay. 
A marathon runner himself, Doerksen 
says what differentiates ePlay from its 
Peloton, Zwift and Facebook’s Supernatural 
competitors is that its games actually take 
users outside. 

The metaverse is also attracting specula-
tors who are purchasing real estate, the 
equivalent to buying domains on the 
Internet. In January 2022, ePlay announced 
the release of the Klocked World Metaverse 
Real Estate Platform that allows users to 
purchase and develop sports property 
to participate, host and design sporting 
events, gear, trophies and other content 
for ePlay games. The first lots sold were in 
London and Paris. 

“I like to think of the metaverse as aug-
mented reality, not as an alternate reality. 
I’m too grounded in the real world to want 
to replace it,” Doerksen says. Looking to the 
future, he foresees we’ll be wearing smart 
sunglasses that will literally change the 
way we see the world. And someday, when 
those sunglasses connect to our visual 
cortex, anything imagined will be possible 
in any resolution.

How tech entrepreneur Trevor Doerksen is augmenting reality.

BY  DAN YAE L  HA LPR I N
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Through his social enterprise company, 

Charles Buchanan helps budget-conscious 

non-profits get their systems up to speed.

ENDING

POVERTY
n a family vacation to Mexico in 2016, 

Charles Buchanan asked his eldest 

daughter, then in Grade 11, 

about her career plans. Her 

answer would ultimately 

upend his career.

In Mexico, Buchanan’s 

daughter told her father 

that she enjoyed math 

and science but hadn’t 

yet decided what she 

would do after high school. 

Her guidance counsellor 

had suggested engineering, the 

same career as her father. She asked 

Buchanan about his job, what it entailed, 

what about it was interesting. Buchanan, 

then a vice-president at a fintech firm, ex-

plained that he sold data analytics software 

to financial institutions. 

His daughter pressed further: what exactly 

was the purpose of his job? 

“Well,” he recalls saying, “I guess I help 

banks make money.”

BY  CHRISTINA FRANGOU  PHOTOGRAPHY BY JARED SYCH

As he tells it, she responded with: “Oh, that’s really noble, 

Dad.” The words landed like a punch. Buchanan spent some 

time thinking about what she said. He went for a walk and 

thought some more. That day, he decided to quit his job and 

move on.

By the time the family landed back in Calgary, Buchanan 

had figured out the blueprint for what would become 

Technology Helps, his Calgary-based company that provides 

technological empowerment for non-profit organizations.

Buchanan’s first step was founding Technology Helps’ 

predecessor, the non-profit organization Ignite Tech. Three 

years later, he made the decision to buy the Ignite Tech assets 

and revamp it as a social enterprise — a for-profit company, 

but one with minimal aspirations for profit. 

It’s no easy gig, primarily because as a social enterprise, the 

company runs counter to principles of good business with its 

aim to deliver high-tech, world-class services to a sector with 

little ability to pay. What Technology Helps does with IT is 

akin to providing fine-dining wait service at the food bank, he 

explains. “How can you do that effectively and still be margin-

ally profitable? I see that as a puzzle,” Buchanan says. “We’re 

not going to scale it back. The people we serve deserve that.”

The idea for Technology Helps is rooted in Buchanan’s 

dual roles as a business leader and a community volunteer. 
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As a corporate management consultant, his 

clients were a who’s who of Alberta industry: 

Suncor, Enerplus, Telus and Bell. He also 

worked for Deloitte and Devon Energy. His 

volunteer work over the past two decades 

includes serving on the board for the Centre 

for Newcomers since 2011, and as board 

chair from 2016 to 2018. 

In 2016, the Centre hired Anila Lee Yuen as 

CEO. Yuen found out early that the Centre’s 

internet was a mess. The organization ran on 

the same system a single family would have 

in their home, but it covered a 40,000-square-

foot building where staff look after more than 

10,000 clients a year. The cost of upgrading, 

however, was outside of the Centre’s budget. 

Cash-strapped non-profits are always making 

difficult decisions about where their money 

goes and technology rarely wins, says Yuen. 

“Are you going to put [limited funds] into 

your IT system? Or are you going to put it into 

clients living below the poverty line?” she 

says. “I’m going to choose the client first,  

100 per cent of the time.”

Yuen informed Buchanan about the 

internet issues at the Centre for Newcomers 

and he pulled in some friends from different 

tech companies to examine weaknesses in 

the organization’s technology and find ways 

to fix problems without blowing the budget. 

Buchanan started to think that this wasn’t 

an isolated case and set out to do technology 

reviews at the other non-profits where he vol-

unteered. The results, he says, were “shock-

ing.” Everywhere, he saw the same pattern: 

Agencies were overpaying for technology but 

not getting the services they needed. “They 

have absolutely no technical infrastructure 

that supports the business that they’re doing. 

They’re technologically hollow,” he says.

Buchanan says he doesn’t buy into the 

concept that there should be a strict divide 

between the corporate world and non-profit 

organizations. He wants the concept of social 

impact woven into the for-profit world and, 

vice-versa, he’d like to see people in non-

profit organizations fairly compensated for 

the work they do. “I’m pushing really hard for 

the erosion of that binary,” he says. “You can’t 

just be for-profit or non-profit; for money or 

for good. That’s way too simplistic, and it’s 

actually a dumb way to look at the world.” 

The name Technology Helps has a double 

meaning: technology helps non-profits and 

the company’s job is to help with technology. 

Its employees are a mix of former executives 

from large companies and young graduates in 

tech. The firm has never advertised — busi-

ness grows chiefly by word of mouth. To date, 

the company has worked with more than 200 

non-profit groups, mostly in Alberta but also a 

handful in Ontario and Atlantic Canada.

The challenge lies in offering a high-tech 

service to high-needs clients, but without 

charging significant fees. Technology Helps 

generates revenue by charging for services 

at cost-plus pricing, or enough to cover the 

associated costs plus a percentage. They 

also work with organizations to apply for 

outside funding to cover upgrades to a non-

profit’s technology. When the work can’t be 

completed in-house by the Technology Helps 

team, Buchanan and staff negotiate reduced 

pricing for non-profits with other vendors. 

Buchanan says they’re in a constant pro-

cess of trying to find affordable, innovative 

ways to deliver solutions to clients’ problems. 

When a group comes to Technology Helps, 

the team carries out a technology review to 

identify ways to make the organization’s IT 

system align with its strategic plan, while 

functioning better and more securely, and all 

within a tight budget. Technology Helps also 

offers ongoing IT support for organizations — 

something that was not part of the initial plan 

but that clients kept requesting. 
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ing, but he didn’t understand the business 

side enough. So, after one year, he walked 

away from his high-paying job and enrolled in 

business school at Queen’s University. 

While on a business trip to Calgary in 1993, 

Buchanan concluded Alberta made more 

sense as a home base. He would be paid the 

same salary, but his monthly rent would drop 

to $425. As a bonus, the city was young and 

fun. Electric Avenue nightlife was in full swing 

and, as an avid hiker and birdwatcher, he liked 

that the mountains were a short car ride away. 

Buchanan describes himself as an insom-

niac. It’s something he dislikes, but also uses 

to his advantage as, throughout much of his 

career, he has spent nights doing unpaid 

work as a community volunteer. Ironically, 

Buchanan will tell you he actually hates the 

word “volunteer” and tries to avoid using it. 

He feels that the problem with volunteer-

ing (the word, not the act) is the suggestion 

that a person is offering their unpaid time as 

something exceptional, an unusual goodness 

of heart. Rather, Buchanan sees volunteering 

as an act of participation in one’s community. 

“You don’t ‘volunteer’ to help your family or 

your neighbours,” he says. “That’s just being 

a participant in your community, using your 

talents and your gifts.” During interviews, he 

asks potential new hires about their volunteer 

work. If they don’t have an answer, “I usually 

don’t have a follow-up question,” he says. 

In addition to the Centre for Newcomers, 

Buchanan has volunteered with the Calgary 

Foundation, Inn From the Cold and the 

United Way. Currently, he’s also an entrepre-

neur mentor at the Venture Mentoring Service 

of Alberta, a group of experienced hands in 

finance and tech who coach younger people 

coming up in business. 

In late 2019, he helped found the Calgary 

Black Chambers, a group of Black business 

leaders and entrepreneurs who mentor 

youth and provide networking opportunities 

for young professionals. Colleagues describe 

him as deeply energetic, a bit nerdy and curi-

ous. He also has a reputation for consistently 

showing up to help. “When he gets behind 

an organization, he really gets behind them,” 

says Monique Auffrey, executive director of 

YouthLink. “He attends the AGM. He watches 

on social media. He helps promote.” 

Auffrey met Buchanan in 2016, when she 

was executive director of Discovery House, an 

organization dedicated to ending the cycle of 

domestic violence. When he told her about 

his idea for Technology Helps, she thought his 

vision was “beautiful” and his plan would ad-

dress an under-appreciated need within the 

non-profit sector. But she wondered about 

the difficulty of pulling it off. “He was taking 

a big leap out of the corporate environment 

and secure employment with a top Calgary 

oil and gas company … to come and help the 

non-profit sector in this way,” she says.

For a man who likes solving problems, 

Buchanan says Technology Helps has been 

the single most challenging thing he’s ever 

done. He says he has never worked as hard as 

he has in the last six years. Despite his efforts, 

technology poverty still exists, and it still 

keeps Buchanan up at night. “My wiring does 

not allow me to check out of it,” he says. 

He acknowledges that technology poverty 

is a difficult problem to “solve.” It’s like saying 

you’re going to end world hunger: nobody 

should lose the desire to solve the problem, 

but the objective should be more about cre-

ating systemic change. Currently, he is work-

ing on plans to address technology poverty in 

his ancestral home of Jamaica. “I don’t think 

we’re going to become the world’s largest 

social-impact technology business,” he says. 

“But I see taking our practices global. Let’s 

make Technology Helps a movement.”

You can’t just be for-profit 
or non-profit; for money 
or for good. That’s way  
too simplistic

He uses the phrase “technology poverty” to 

describe what happens at non-profit organi-

zations. Agencies often don’t invest in tech-

nology infrastructure because it’s an adminis-

trative expense, an area where non-profits try 

to minimize spending. But, as a result, they 

don’t have resources to fully support their 

clients or staff. Many have unreliable and 

insecure internet. They lack the data analytics 

to figure out how they might perform better. 

They rely on outdated systems for fundraising. 

In the end, they fall further behind.

Buchanan is the kind of person who can’t 

resist a challenge. He was born in Jamaica, the 

seventh of eight kids, and says he learned early 

on to speak up and be assertive or he’d be 

overlooked. His family expected kids to figure 

out solutions to dilemmas on their own. 

The family moved to Toronto in 1977, 

when Buchanan was a young child. He sped 

through school, skipping Grades 1 and 6. 

In high school, he spent hours in the public 

library trying to figure out the computers 

of the 1980s. “I find it strange that someone 

wouldn’t have an interest in wanting to know 

how things work,” he says. “I don’t find igno-

rance very comforting.”

At age 20, he graduated from the University 

of Toronto with a degree in computer engi-

neering. Buchanan’s first job out of university 

was in the field of artificial intelligence. He felt 

the engineering side of the work was interest-

CHARLES BUCHANAN
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FLOW FROM THE 
RIVERS

AS  TOLD  TO  SHELLEY  ARNUSCH

How the Bow and the Elbow inspire Calgary artists.
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Walter E. Neumann

River Straws

Photo artist Dianne Bos has what she 
describes as a “love-hate relationship with 
the Bow,” ever since the flood of 2013 
inundated the below-ground studio at her 
Bowness home, destroying camera equip-
ment and decades of printed work. 

“After the renovations, I was left with a 
very sad empty studio. It took several years 
to feel inspired to work there again,” Bos 
says. “In 2020, at the beginning of COVID, 
when everything shut down, I began to 
explore and photograph in and around the 
river again. After the flood, a part of the 
Bow flood plain across from Bowness was 
transformed from a gravel pit into an envi-
ronmental art piece. Meandering streams 
and marshlands clean stormwater from the 
neighbourhoods on the north banks of the 
river. This has created a beautiful habitat, 
right in the city, for migrating water birds 
in the spring. This area (Dale Hodges Park) 
became a refuge for me during COVID. I 
took this image in the spring of 2020 with a 
plastic Holga 120 film camera. The overlap-
ping images are created by not winding 
the film all the way after each exposure. 
So yes, the flood was devastating, but it 
also inspired a beautiful park that helps to 
clean water and will also take some of the 
overflow if the river ever floods again.”

Walter E. Neumann (the artistic pseu- 
donym of Avenue’s staff photographer 
Jared Sych) shot this image on the banks 
of the Elbow River, just off the paved 
path, as it approaches the confluence with 
the Bow. “I’m interested in manufactured 
objects that are ordinary and how I can 
turn them into something extraordinary,” 
he says. “The natural backdrop of the river 
makes these objects stand out. I’m always 
riding the paths that follow the Elbow and 
the Bow. My work is not necessarily about 
the river, but it’s facilitated by the river. It’s 
the way that I move through the city.”

Dianne Bos

Bow Ponds Canada Geese
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Denise Clarke

The Land, The Animals

In this original work of theatre by One Yellow Rab-
bit, ensemble member Denise Clarke portrays Cy Evans, 
a character who ultimately drowns in the Bow River. 
“[Fellow Rabbit] Blake Brooker wrote The Land, The 
Animals, but I was around him when he did, and even-
tually played the fictional character around whom the 
play revolves,” Clarke says. “The true story of a man’s 
drowning, which Blake witnessed, was a deeply moving 
event that made for some careful thinking about how 
we live our lives and how we relate to the precious 
resources and the creatures around us as city dwellers.

“I lived beside either the Bow or the Elbow Rivers 
for most of my adult life, until a very recent move up 
the hill, but I still walk beside the Bow almost daily. It 
is the perfect metaphor for the creative life: there are 
seasons when both flow high and fast, the beauty is 
undeniable and the potential for thrills and dangers are 
great. And there are seasons when both creativity and 
rivers slow down, get a bit lazy and take their time to 
get where they’re going. Importantly, you can’t push  
either the creative life or the river, no matter the sea-
son. They are what they are and you have to respect 
and honour both.”

“THE RIVER FLOWS 
GREEN AND COLD 

FROM ABOVE.”
The Land, the Animals
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Cîpayak   <+ 

The Wandering Island

Cîpayak is the multimedia collaboration between Shane 
Ghostkeeper and Sarah Houle. The artists began working 
together 12 years ago with the band Ghostkeeper. Cîpayak 
delves into the many layers of contemporary Indigenous 
storytelling through interactive multidisciplinary concepts. 
“Last summer, Shane and I were invited to perform under 
Mission Bridge on Elbow Island as a part of The Wandering 
Island (a site-specific, collaborative art project guided by 

lead artists Lane Shordee, Caitlind r.c. Brown and Wayne 
Garrett),” Houle says. “We set up with two battery-
powered amps and played for passersby as the audience 
drifted from one location and performance to another. 
This was our first-ever improv show. Playing next to the 
river and the flowing water, having that intimacy with the 
river, inspired forward movement with our musical ideas. 
The water as a cyclical entity allowed us to visit prior 

movements in order to keep the music flowing.
“We had the privilege of growing up in Northern 

Alberta surrounded by beautiful rivers. Our home settle-
ment, Paddle Prairie, has the magical Chinchaga River that 
has inspired the creation of both art and music. Coming 
to Calgary/Mohkínstsis, it felt natural to connect with the 
rivers. We love to take our kids to river spots in and around 
the city to unwind, skip rocks and wade in the water.”
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FEATURE

Rachel Harding, Karin Hazle, Jonathan Stel, JorDen Tyson 

Conference of the Birds

Conference of the Birds was created as part of an 
international project that brought together many voices 
and perspectives to consider our relationship to the lands 
we call home and our communities. The National acces-
sArts Centre, a Calgary-based multidisciplinary disability 
arts organization that dates back to 1975, gathered an 
ensemble of four artists — Rachel Harding, Karin Hazle, 
Jonathan Stel and JorDen Tyson — who worked alongside 
mentors Richelle Bear Hat and Emily Promise Allison. 

“Together, they discussed, questioned and listened to 
one another, and found connection through understand-
ing our role as caretakers of our homelands,” Bear Hat 
says. “The place where the Bow and the Elbow Rivers 
meet became a significant spot for the ensemble in 

building trust and friendship that mirrors the deep history 
of exchange this site holds. The artists captured their 
experience and natural surroundings using 35-mm film 
and collectively submerged disposable cameras in the 
river. The photographs are a reverberation of experimen-
tal collaboration with each other and the river itself. Each 
image represents the fluidity of our abilities, strengths, 
and creative confluence of our ensemble.”

“I am very strong and handsome and like making art 
about scenery, things outside and what is around me. 
I am an artist because it makes me feel good about 
myself. I can do things that no one else can do.”  
—Jonathan Stel

“I am an artist that gets inspired by nature, music and 
what is around me. I love that art is freeing and it makes 
me feel magical. I describe my art as a mixture between 
the mythical world and the real world.” —Rachel Harding 

“I like to make art about spiritual animal natures. 
When I make art I can be a tiger and make friends with 
a leopard, if they can believe in animal natures where 
there are birds and butterflies.” —JorDen Tyson

“I make art about butterflies, birds and hearts. Flowers 
make me very happy. My art is a mixture of many differ-
ent materials depending on my mood and interests. It is 
different all the time!” —Karin Hazle
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BUCKLE UP FOR SOME
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THESE SEVEN EATS AND
DRINKS CALL FOR

SUMMER ROAD TRIPS.
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DOUGHNUTS AT

TOLLERS BISTRO

Driving distance from Calgary 
2 hours north

This café, located in an unassuming strip 
mall, serves homemade soups, a wide se-
lection of sandwiches and butter chicken 
bowls. But it’s the sweets that have spurred 
a following in Lacombe in beyond — par-
ticularly the doughnuts, which are made 
fresh daily, in varieties from apple fritter 
and Boston cream to lemon poppyseed 
and Cinnamon Toast Crunch. Have an 
idea for a flavour? Owners Ken and Molly 
McAmmond encourage customers to 
share their dream creations. It’s how they 
keep coming up with fresh offerings, such 
as coffee cream, a fried yeast doughnut 
with a Phil & Sebastian coffee glaze, 
finished with a swirl of whipped cream 
and crispy wafer cookies. Arrive early: 
Doughnuts are available from 10 a.m. until 
they sell out.
2-4801 63 St., Bay 2, Lacombe  
403-786-8400, tollersbistro.com

Bring home Why, more dough-
nuts, of course! With more than 

10 flavours available daily, you’re going to 
want a box full of options.

Take a detour Spend a couple  
of hours at Ellis Bird Farm, 

15 minutes southeast of Lacombe 
(ellisbirdfarm.ca). This non-profit works to 
conserve mountain bluebirds, tree swal-
lows and other native cavity-nesting birds, 
so keep your eyes peeled for them on the 
farm’s self-guided trails.

STRATHMORE
FARM-TO - GL A SS BEERS

AT ORIGIN M ALTING

AND BREWING CO.

Driving distance from Calgary 
45 minutes east

With so many craft breweries in Calgary, 
why road trip to Strathmore for a pint? 
The answer lies at Origin, where the 
experience is truly grain to glass. The 
Hilton family — fifth-generation Alberta 
farmers — is behind Origin, meaning the 
barley used in the brews is grown on their 
farm. They’ve also got their own malting 
facility, making Origin one of the only craft 
brewers in Canada to malt their very own 
barley. You can taste the 12 homegrown 
craft beers for yourself in the brewery, 
located just down the road from the farm, 
taking a seat in the taproom or beneath a 
red-and-white-striped umbrella on the pa-
tio. And if you’re hungry, on-site food truck 
Hunger Payne’s serves up smoked brisket, 
bacon-wrapped jalapenos and other grub 
that pairs perfectly with pints.
60 Spruce Park Dr., Strathmore  
403-902-0868, originbrewing.ca

Bring home Four-packs of tall 
cans are available, so grab a 

couple of your favourites, like the Pioneer 
IPA, which won silver at the 2020 Alberta 
Beer Awards.

Stretch your legs Pull into 
Chestermere for a stroll and 

(if the weather calls for it) a swim at 
Anniversary Park (208 West Chestermere 
Dr.), which features a sandy beach, lakeside 
promenade and plenty of grassy knolls for 
lounging in the sun.

WAYNE
GRILL -YOUR - OW N

STEAKS AT THE L A ST

CH ANCE SALOON

Driving distance from Calgary 
1 hour, 50 minutes northeast

Cross 11 bridges in the heart of the 
Badlands and you’ll arrive in Wayne, a 
former mining town that’s now home 
to just a couple dozen residents, plus an 
old-timey saloon and historic hotel right 
out of a Western film. Stepping inside the 
Last Chance Saloon is like stepping back 
in time: It’s packed with relics from the 
town’s coal-mining heyday, as well as other 
novelties, including a rare vintage band box 
that still plays. Eventually, you’ll want to 
head out back to the patio and saddle up 
on one of the barstools (literally — they’re 
made from 70-year-old saddles). While the 
menu has options like a locally sourced 
bison burger and house-smoked brisket, 
go for the “You BBQ” option and grill your 
own 10-oz. striploin on the patio, while the 
saloon prepares your sides: garlic bread, 
saucy baked beans and a fully loaded 
baked potato.
555 Jewell St., Rosedale Station (in Wayne) 
403-823-9189, visitlastchancesaloon.com

Bring home This is the kind of 
place you want to commemorate 

with a souvenir. Go classic with a Last 
Chance Saloon T-shirt or take things up a 
notch with a nightlight or shot glass.

Spend the night The Last Chance 
Saloon operates the adjacent 

Rosedeer Hotel, which has seven no-frills 
rooms. There are also campsites next to 
the saloon (talk about stumbling distance).

LACOMBE

https://tollersbistro.com/
https://visitlastchancesaloon.com/
https://originbrewing.ca/
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COCHRANE
OLD -FA SHIONED

SCOOPS AT M ACK AY ’S

ICE CREAM

Driving distance from Calgary 
40 minutes northwest 

Family-run MacKay’s Ice Cream has been 
slinging scoops for more than 75 years, 
making it a longtime favourite for those 
in Cochrane, Calgary and beyond. There’s 
a good chance there will be a line out the 
door, but that’s what the memorabilia is 
for: The original sign that adorned the shop 
when James and Christina MacKay took 
over Cochrane’s general store in 1946 hangs 
inside (they started making homemade ice 
cream in the back in 1948), and packaging 
and ice cream scoops of yore are also on 
display. From pistachio almond and cookie 
dough to haskap berry and Indian-inspired 
kulfi, there’s a flavour of the small-batch 
ice cream for everyone. And don’t leave 
without adding a pin to your hometown 
on the infamous “How Far Have You Come 
for MacKay’s” world map.
220 1 St. West, Cochrane, 403-932-2455 
mackaysicecream.com

Bring home One-litre contain-
ers are available in nearly every 

flavour. Bring a cooler so they don’t melt 
on the trip back!

Spend the night Charmed by 
Cochrane’s historic downtown? 

Check into the century-old Rockyview 
Hotel (rockyviewhotel.ca), just a few doors 
down from MacKay’s. The Western-style 
rooms, featuring clapboard walls, antique 
furniture and patchwork quilts, will trans-
port you for the evening.

CANMORE
WAGA SHI AT WAGA SHI

TEA HOUSE

Driving distance from Calgary 
1 hour west

From the drive to Canmore, with its vistas 
of the Rockies, to the delicate Japanese 
confections that await, a trip to Wagashi 
Tea House is a thing of beauty. Japanese-
born Mariko Thomson, a certified wagashi 
chef who owns the tea house with her 
husband, makes two types of wagashi from 
scratch using beans from an Alberta farm: 
Nerikiri is made of glutinous rice flour 
and sweetened bean paste, while kinako 
daifuku mochi is filled with azuki bean 
paste and coated with soybean powder. 
Each wagashi comes in exquisite shapes, 
like cherry blossoms. Keep in mind, you’ll 
need to pre-order the treats online at least 
24 hours in advance.
60 Lincoln Park (inside Bow Valley  
Garden Centre), Canmore, 403-497-6144 
wagashiteahouse.com

Bring home You may actually 
want to bring your wagashi home 

(be sure to eat them within 24 hours) and 
enjoy lunch, brunch or afternoon tea on 
the mountain-view patio. Dishes range 
from a pork katsu sando to wagashi waffles 
served with matcha ice cream, red bean 
jam, strawberry compote and whipped 
cream. Reservations are recommended.

Stretch your legs You can’t 
drive to the mountains without 

spending some time in the great outdoors. 
Hiking the Heart Creek Trail in Lac des Arcs, 
a mellow 2.6-kilometre out-and-back route 
through a mini canyon, should do the trick. 

LONGVIEW
CINNAMON BUNS AT

LITTLE APPLE CAFÉ

AND BAK ESHOP

Driving distance from Calgary 
1 hour southwest

When most Calgarians think of Longview, 
they think beef jerky, thanks to the famous 
Longview Jerky Shop. But, just a few doors 
down, in a little red house with a blue roof, 
is Little Apple Café and Bakeshop — argu-
ably an even better reason to make the 
trip to this iconic town on the Cowboy 
Trail. The treat to order here is the sticky 
cinnamon bun. These aren’t doused in 
cloying frosting; rather, with a classic brown 
sugar and cinnamon filling that oozes out 
of them, they’re reminiscent of the kind 
of buns grandma might have baked. If 
you’re looking for something a little less 
traditional, however, owner-baker Gavina 
Leslie’s got you covered: Feature bun fla-
vours include Black Forest, lemon meringue 
and bananas Foster.
140 Morrison Rd., Longview, 403-558-0068 
@littleapplecafeandbakeshop

Bring home It’s a toss-up between 
the cinnamon bun and the slow 

rise butterhorn for fan favourite at Little 
Apple. So, be sure to secure a few of the 
latter for later — you’ve got an hour-long 
drive home after all.

Pit stop Peruse the curated 
vintage selection and handmade 

apothecary items at Bertie’s General Store 
in Black Diamond (206 Government Rd.), 
run by Isis Velkova of Tender Living Farm, 
Jolene Friesen of Bertie’s Vintage and Cam 
Rooney of Wild North Trading Company.

NANTON
AUSSIE MEAT PIES AT

GEORGIE’S CAFE 

Driving distance from Calgary 
1 hour southeast

For many Australians, almost nothing beats 
the satisfying, flakey goodness of a tradi-
tional meat pie. Lucky for Aussies living in 
Alberta (and anyone else who appreciates 
a savoury pastry), Georgie’s Cafe in Nanton 
is baking up authentic pies from Down 
Under. Owner Georgie Neylon — an 
Aussie transplant — surrounds her savoury 
fillings, including beef and cheese, and 
pork and apple, with a buttery pie crust 
and tops them with crispy puff pastry. Plan 
to visit on a Friday: it's when Georgie typi-
cally offers special pie flavours, and it's the 
only day of the week her picture-perfect 
pavlovas piled high with whipped cream 
and fresh fruit are available.
2109 20 St., Nanton, georgiescafe.ca

Bring home Pick up a few extra 
pies (pre-ordering via email is 

recommended), or sausage rolls, to stock 
your freezer, so the next time you have a 
craving, you won’t have to make the drive.

Take a detour Work up an ap-
petite  — or walk off the meat pies  

you just ate — in Vulcan, a.k.a the Star 
Trek Capital of Canada, located 30 minutes 
northeast of Nanton. See the starship En-
terprise replica, take a selfie in front of the 
mural of the Star Trek doctors or go a step 
further and plan your trip around Vul-Con, 
the town’s annual Star Trek convention, 
taking place this year from June 10 to 12 
(vulcantourism.com).
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https://georgiescafe.ca/
https://www.wagashiteahouse.com/menu
https://www.mackaysicecream.com/
https://rockyviewhotel.ca/
http://www.vulcantourism.com/
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An action-packed day at the zoo would most 

certainly appear in the official Calgary sum-

mer playbook, if such a thing existed. And 

with the return of Dinosaurs: Awakened, 

there’s even more reason to visit: The exhibit 

in the recently redesigned Prehistoric Park is 

home to 26 realistic-looking animatronic di-

nosaurs. You’ll find dinos represented from all 

the zoo’s regions and learn about endangered 

species in the process.  

Why you should go even if you don’t have 
kids: Beyond the fact that seeing gorillas, 

giraffes and, yes, animatronic dinosaurs, is 

thrilling no matter your age, there are events 

specifically for adults. Corks for Conservation 

(August 12) will have you tasting wines and 

listening to classical music performances 

at twilight, while Locked Zoo (July 20) is an 

escape room-like experience, where you’ll 

need to find clues around the zoo in order to 

save species (adult beverages are available at 

this event, too).

210 St. George’s Dr. N.E., 403-232-9300  

calgaryzoo.com

Get up close to moving  
triceratops and other 
animatronic dinos at the 
Wilder Institute/Calgary 
Zoo’s Dinosaurs: Awakened.

Pan for gold, play some 
croquet and just have some 
good old-fashioned fun at 
Heritage Park this summer.

From peeking inside the Sod Shack to picking out 

treats at the old-fashioned candy store, there’s 

a good chance you have a few memories at the 

127-acre historical park situated on the Glenmore 

Reservoir. But even though visiting is like go-

ing back in time, Heritage Park isn’t stuck in the 

past: The park is now available on Driftscape, a 

way-finding app used at attractions throughout 

North America. Download it to plan your itinerary, 

scoping out the best places to eat, shop, play and 

explore within the park, in advance or on the fly.  

Why you should go even if you’ve been a dozen 
times: This summer, the theme is “The Way We 

Played,” which will come through in street theatre 

performances telling the story of two lacrosse 

teams — the Heritage Hilltops and the Colliery 

Canaries — battling it out for the league champi-

onship, as well as via opportunities to play croquet, 

bocce ball and traditional Indigenous games. For a 

different view of the park, take a guided ghost tour 

after dark (complete with a souvenir flashlight).

1900 Heritage Dr. S.W., 403-268-8500  

heritagepark.ca

We’re ready for a jam-packed summer of fun — and so
are Calgary’s top attractions. Here’s what’s new at six

favourites in and around the city.

Schedule
Your

Summer

WILDER INSTITUTE/ 
CALGARY ZOO

HERITAGE PARK

https://www.calgaryzoo.com/
https://www.heritagepark.ca/
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In addition to loads of 
terrain, WinSport offers 
mountain biking lessons for 
all ages and levels.

BY  D O M IN IQUE  L A MBERTON

The site of the ’88 Winter Olympics is 

an unmissable landmark as you drive 

in or out of the city on the Trans-

Canada Highway. But, if it’s been a 

while since you pulled in, now’s the 

time — it’s just as much of a summer 

destination as it is a winter one. A 

hub for mountain biking, WinSport 

has more than 20 kilometres of 

downhill trails, plus the Mountain 

Bike Skills Centre, featuring nine 

acres of terrain and 14 cross-country 

and flow trails. If mountain biking’s 

not your thing, you can still race 

down the hill at top speeds: Hop 

onto a luge cart for Downhill Karting, 

navigating more than 50 turns on 

the 1,800-metre track, or launch off 

the top of the iconic ski jump tower 

on one of three ziplines, reaching 

speeds of more than 100 km an hour.  

Why you should go even if you’re not 
sporty: There’s an 18-hole minigolf 

course, which is decidedly less 

extreme. But if even that’s a stretch, 

grab a cold craft brew in the newly 

renovated EightyEight Bar & Grill on 

the second floor of the Frank King 

Day Lodge, or take a seat on the giant 

outdoor deck and soak up all the ac-

tion from a comfortable distance.

88 Canada Olympic Rd. S.W. 

403-247-5452, winsport.ca

WINSPORT

https://www.winsport.ca/
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Nestled in Foothills County, 35 minutes 

southwest of Calgary, you’ll find what’s like a 

mini-Stampede grounds — minus the midway 

(but there are mini doughnuts, at the weekly 

farmers’ market). The Millarville Racetrack has 

been the site of horse races since 1905; today, 

there’s also an annual country fair (August 20 

to 21), and a chuckwagon racing and rodeo 

event (September 9 to 11).  

Why you should go even if you’re not into 
horses: The Saturday farmers’ market is where 

you’ll find everything from local produce and 

homemade jams, to goat-milk soap and hand-

crafted birdhouses from the stalls of the nearly 

200 vendors. And, on June 18, the Millarville 

Half Marathon returns after a two-year hiatus, 

meaning you can run from Black Diamond, 

though the verdant foothills, to arrive at the 

Millarville Farmers’ Market on its opening day.

306097 192 St. W, Millarville, 403-931-3411 

millarvilleracetrack.com

You’d be forgiven for thinking Mt. Norquay slowed 

right down after the ski season wrapped up. But 

this resort, located just 6 km from the town of Banff, 

doesn’t skip a beat, with hiking and via ferrata 

season in full swing come June. Translating to “iron 

road” in Italian, via ferrata is a guided climbing 

experience that sees you suit up in a harness that 

connects you to a steel cable pathway running 

along a mountain route. Mt. Norquay now offers 

six routes, from the Explorer, which takes up to 2.5 

hours to complete, to the new-last-year Mountain-

eer, which connects all the routes in one eight-hour 

climb spanning 3 km and 500 m of vertical gain. 

Why you should go even if you’re not an adrenaline 
seeker: While no climbing experience is required 

for the via ferrata tours, you may simply want the 

epic view without the epic mountain traverse. If 

that’s the case, ride the North American Chairlift 

nearly 7,000 m up the mountain to the Cliffhouse 

Bistro. Inside, you’ll be treated to an unbeatable vis-

ta while dining on all-day brunch options such as 

shakshuka, or lunch dishes like the burger topped 

with double-smoked bacon and an onion ring.

2 Mt Norquay Rd., Banff, 403-762-4421  

banffnorquay.com

The Bridge by Charles Boyce 
is just one of the sculptures 

at the 200-acre Kiyooka 
Ohe Arts Centre.  MILL ARV ILLE R ACING 

& AGRICULTUR AL 
SOCIET Y

MT. NORQUAY

KIYOOKA OHE
ARTS CENTRE

One of Calgary’s best-kept secret 

attractions is quite the feat: This 

sprawling 20-acre site west of the city 

is working towards being the largest 

sculpture park in Western Canada. 

Founded in 2007 by artists Katie Ohe 

and the late Harry Kiyooka, the art-

in-nature destination has more than 

100 pieces on display throughout its 

grounds. This season, it has gained a 

new one: The Doodle #4 by Ohe is a 

12-foot-high site-specific sculpture 

based on works from her 2020 solo 

exhibition at the Esker Foundation. 

Take a guided tour of the park to 

get the full scope of it and the other 

installations — both the large-scale 

sculptures around the property 

and the smaller ones in the private 

gardens around the founders’ home. 

Why you should go even if you’re 
not into art: With pathways that 

wind through the rolling fields of the 

sculpture park, you’ll enjoy a lovely 

day in nature, no matter if you go for 

the guided tour or a self-guided jaunt. 

You’re bound to be in awe of the jux-

taposition of striking contemporary 

sculptures set against a backdrop of 

trees or a pond on the prairie.

244034 Horizon View Rd.  

587-391-9837, koartscentre.org
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https://www.koartscentre.org/
https://banffnorquay.com/
https://www.millarvilleracetrack.com/
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ADVERTISING FEATURE

CALGARY PUBLIC 
LIBRARY PLANS FOR  
THE FUTURE
The new CEO is excited about the  
years ahead after more than a century 
serving the community

Stepping into the CEO 

role a half year ago, 

Sarah Meilleur recognizes 

the importance of the 

Calgary Public Library to 

the community — now 

and into the future.

“Libraries play such 

an incredible role in 

society and make 

such a difference in a 

community,” says Meilleur.

After 110 years serving 

the Calgary area, the Library is looking 

to the future, using what it learned over 

the past two years to focus on pandemic 

recovery and economic response.

“The pandemic has taught us how 

much libraries make a difference and are 

critical to our community,” says Meilleur. 

“I’m excited to see where that takes us in 

the next couple of years.”

Many of the efforts employed during 

the pandemic, like working with city 

school boards to engage children in 

reading and learning opportunities 

during the summer break, will continue. 

And for Meilleur, youth outreach 

is essential.

“Our goal is to make sure no child in 

our community is left behind over the 

summer months,” she says. “The Library 

is the place for that because there are no 

barriers, and they are free to access all 

the programs and services.”

Online programming, e-library 

databases, bedtime storytime for kids, a 

variety of digital learning opportunities 

and free memberships will all continue, 

making library services more accessible 

to the community.

“As we look to the future, we see the 

Calgary Public Library being a leader 

in connecting our communities,” 

says Meilleur, “building that sense of 

connection once again, championing 

a sense of belonging, all while building 

empathy and energizing lifelong learning 

and respect in all forms.” 

For more information on the 
Calgary Public Library and to 
register for your free membership, 
visit calgarylibrary.ca.

https://calgarylibrary.ca/
mailto:bakery@carriagehouse.net
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let’s doBrunch

runch is one of those nebu-

lous experiences that can’t 

quite be defined — it’s not 

breakfast and not lunch, 

but when done properly, 

it’s much more than a mere 

in-between meal. A good 

brunch can mean anything 

from a greasy scramble to 

slow-braised beef cheeks 

served alongside impeccably poached eggs. 

Whatever you go for, be it sweet or savoury, 

paired with coffee or a cocktail, the key is 

that it’s enjoyed leisurely, without any need 

to keep an eye on the clock as the hours go 

by. Calgarians have long had a top-notch 

selection of traditional brunch spots to 

choose from, but new trends are expanding 

our brunch horizons well beyond pancakes, 

bacon and even eggs.

G L O B A L L Y  I N S P I R E D  D I S H E S ,  C O O L  C O C K T A I L S ,  D E C A D E N T

D U C K  B R E A S T  B E N N I E S  A N D  M O R E :  O U R  F A V O U R I T E

M E A L  O F  T H E  M I D D AY  H A S  N E V E R  B E E N  S O  E X C I T I N G .

We’ve got heart eyes for Maven’s 
It Must’ve Been Love cocktail, 
made with Rundle Bar Gin 
and Earl Grey syrup.
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At one end of the brunch spectrum, you’ve 

got greasy spoons that sling bottomless drip 

coffee, eggs cooked over easy, sunny-side 

up or scrambled, and those little packets of 

jam and peanut butter. At the other, you’ve 

got opulent chef-driven spots like Queens 

Breakfast Cocktails, which is so dedicated 

to day drinking that it’s right there in the 

restaurant’s name. The combination of 

eggs Benny and boozy beverages isn’t new, 

but Queens takes things beyond the typical 

breakfast cocktails and gives brunchers 

the option to imbibe with something more 

complex alongside a morning or mid-

afternoon meal.

The beverages at Queens skew towards 

the lighter side of the cocktail scale, with 

twists on the mimosa (including Campari 

and raspberry versions) and other options 

that make good use of sparkling wine, such 

as the Kiss Kiss Bang Bang, which also stars 

raspberry-infused vodka, lychee liqueur 

and rose tea syrup. And while drinking is 

encouraged, it’s not required, with Fratello 

drip coffee and espresso on offer for caf-

feine devotees.

Brunch at Queens isn’t just about the fan-

cy cocktails, either: the elegance is carried 

through in chef and co-owner Jenny Chan’s 

dishes. This is the same chef and team 

behind the popular Vero Bistro Moderne, 

and Chan’s specialty at both restaurants is 

European cuisine, which she expresses at 

Queens in the form of rich croque sand-

wiches, croissant Benedicts and a mush-

room fricassee skillet. We’ll drink to that.

3927 Edmonton Tr., 403-764-0878  

queensyyc.ca

Queens
Breakfast
Cocktails

 Looking for more boozy brunch choices? Try Soleil Bistro & Bar (612 5 St. S.E., 
403-764-5227, soleilyyc.com) for another elegant European-style option; The Beltliner 

(243 12 Ave. S.W., 587-955-1555, thebeltliner.com) for cocktails alongside classic diner fare; 
or Craft Beer Market (345 10 Ave. S.W., 403-514-2337; and Southcentre Mall, 403-216-2337; 
craftbeermarket.ca) for hearty portions that can be paired with a wide selection of beers, 

including a brewski version of the traditional mimosa.

A decadent spread at Queens: 
brioche French toast with peanut but-

ter and brûléed banana, a raspberry 
mimosa and a negroni.

https://soleilyyc.com/
https://www.thebeltliner.com/
https://www.craftbeermarket.ca/
https://queensyyc.ca/menus/
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All too often in Canada, we categorize 

dishes as being breakfast- or brunch-

worthy through a Westernized lens —

but there’s a wide range of morning-

appropriate food that goes beyond 

North American blue-plate specials. 

Maven, the newest restaurant from 

the group that operates both Brekkie 

and Sammie Cafe, takes the concept 

of Western-style brunch and adds in 

some global references inspired by 

the life story of executive chef Mish 

Lee Hobbs. Her parents’ roots are 

in Singapore and Germany, and she 

spent much of her childhood living 

in Europe, all of which influenced 

her palate. Hobbs knew she wanted 

to include Singapore-style congee 

on her menu, as well as French toast 

dressed with house-made kaya jam (a 

sweet coconut spread), pork schnitzel 

with mustard dill sauce and a forbid-

den rice panna cotta that stands in 

for a yogurt parfait. Everything is 

served on mismatched vintage dishes 

(some leftover from co-owner Percilla 

Gutscher’s wedding) to drive home 

that feeling of history and personal 

storytelling.

Also on the menu, you’ll find a 

mushroom eggs Benedict on bannock 

instead of an English muffin and balls 

of fry bread served with a generous 

bowl of soft whipped cream. To fur-

ther create an air of the unexpected, 

the back quarter of the restaurant is 

home to the Plant It Modern plant 

shop, and the main dining room is 

decorated with shelves full of green-

ery. Spot a plant you like? Just add it 

to your brunch bill and take it home.

1006 17 Ave. S.W., 403-457-7898

Maven  
 

Plenty of other restaurants  
are expanding the definition  

of brunch. Namo (824 Edmonton 
Tr., 403-475-7010, namocafebistro.
com) has a menu full of brunch 

bowls topped with ingredients like 
kimchee and five-spice duck;  

Park by Sidewalk Citizen (340 13 
Ave. S.W., 403-263-2999,  

sidewalkcitizenbakery.com) dishes 
up shakshuka with smoked beans 

and labneh with tomato and  
sourdough bread; and The Coup 

(924 17 Ave. S.W., 403-541-1041, 
thecoup.ca) offers a vegetarian 
weekend brunch that includes 

a vegan Benedict.

Inspired by breakfasts in Singapore, 
this thick-cut vanilla French toast at 

Maven features coconut pandan jam, 
fresh fruit and a poached egg.

https://www.namocafebistro.com/
https://www.sidewalkcitizenbakery.com/
https://thecoup.ca/
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Dining

The backbone of Calgary’s brunch  
culture has long been the nouveau diners 

that constantly have lines snaking out 
the doors. Since there are only so many 

brunch-able hours in a day, opening new 
locations has been key for getting  

Bennys and pancakes to the people.

OEB Breakfast Co. started off in a tiny 
space on Edmonton Trail, but its irresistible 

breakfast poutines and farm-fresh ingre-
dients have turned the brand into a small 
empire, with four locations in Calgary (the 
newest is in the University District), as well 
as franchises in Edmonton, B.C., Saskatch-

ewan and even Arizona, with more to come. 
 

The Bro’Kin Yolk, which has three subur-
ban Calgary locations, has launched Bro’s To 

Go, a breakfast sandwich concept that 
currently has one location in Brentwood 
and another opening soon in the Beltline 

(with potential franchises on the way). 
 

Diner Deluxe has a new location in Marda 
Loop and another in Kelowna. 

 
Red’s Diner is now present in almost every 
quadrant of the city, with the newest of its 

four locations on 58th Avenue S.W.

Hotel restaurants almost always offer daily breakfast 

and weekend brunch for guests, but more and more, 

properties are working to develop restaurants that en-

tice diners who aren’t staying the night. Soggy self-serve 

waffles and cubes of cantaloupe aren’t going to cut it at 

a destination restaurant. 

Such is the case at Fonda Fora, Thank You 

Hospitality’s Mexican restaurant on the main floor of 

the boutique Westley Hotel. Spacious and bright, the 

dining room is ideal for daytime meals and chef Rafael 

Castillo has created a breakfast/brunch menu in line 

with the Yucatan-inspired fare he cooks up at lunch 

and dinner. The breakfast/brunch menu is available on 

weekday mornings and until 2 p.m. on weekends, with 

the kitchen offering utilitarian standards — including 

bacon and eggs, a yogurt parfait and a breakfast sand-

wich with eggs, bacon, cheese and guacomole on a 

Martin’s potato bun — for diners who want the basics. 

The stars of the show, though, are the ultra-colourful 

Mexican dishes that incorporate the restaurant’s signa-

ture house-made salsas.

A three-egg omelette is served atop creamy poblano 

salsa verde and finished with salsa macha and fresh 

herbs, while the huevos rancheros makes use of salsa 

roja. Even the avocado toast has some extra zing thanks 

to the addition of salsa macha verde. And since a hotel 

needs to be on top of its coffee game, Fonda Fora brews 

local favourite Monogram, to start your morning (or 

afternoon) off right.

630 4 Ave. S.W., 403-764-6260, fondafora.com

Fonda Fora

There are several hotel brunches that are worth getting out of bed for, even if you’re sleeping in your own. 
The Hyatt Regency’s new chef Alexander Schäfer is overseeing the famous Sunday roast brunch at in-house Thomsons 
Kitchen & Bar (700 Centre St. S.E., 403-537-4449, hyatt.com); the weekend brunch buffet at Hotel Arts’ Yellow Door 

Bistro (119 12 Ave. S.W., 403-206-9585, yellowdoorbistro.ca) remains a favourite; and in the Alt Hotel, Chix Eggshop (624 
6 Ave. S.E., chixeggshop.com) serves up tasty breakfast sandwiches from the same team behind Charcut Roast House.

Get cracking on Fonda Fora’s 
three-egg omelette served with 

creamy poblano salsa verde .

SP R E AD I T OU T

https://www.fondafora.com/
https://www.hyatt.com/
https://www.chixeggshop.com/
https://yellowdoorbistro.ca/
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ACTOR ANDREW
PHUNG

The usual: Sui mai at  
Regency Palace Seafood 

Restaurant & Lounge 
“The plump pork 

dumplings are steamed 
to perfection.”

OLYMPIAN MARK 
TEWKSBURY 

The Usual: Braised beef short 
rib and caramelized onion 
eggs Benedict at River Café 

“It’s very rich and 
satisfying.”

CELEBRITY CHEF
NICOLE GOMES

The usual: Yukon gold  
potato rösti at Diner Delxue 

“If you’re feeling 
luxurious, add cheese 

curds.”

7 70 CHQR HOST
SUE DEYELL
The usual: Eggs  

Benedict at Cora 
“The eggs are always 
done to perfection.” 

FORMER MAYOR
NAHEED NENSHI

The usual: Chana bhatura 
at La Jawab Indian & Hakka 

Chinese Cuisine 
“It’s got a bit of a kick, 

to wake you up!”

Anthony Bourdain quite famously 

loathed restaurant brunch — and 

argued that most serious chefs don’t 

want to cook it. But some of Calgary’s 

top dinner restaurants are pulling off 

some impressive feats before noon. 

The beauty of eating brunch at a din-

ner hot spot is that it’s generally less 

expensive than going for an evening 

meal and reservations are often a pos-

sibility, allowing brunchers to avoid 

the lineups and waiting apps typical 

of popular brunch-only restaurants.

At buzzy Orchard Restaurant, 

brunch includes some of the always-

meticulous chef Jenny Kang’s greatest 

dinner hits. (Just because you’re there 

early doesn’t mean you have to miss 

out on the cheese-stuffed garlic bread 

or crispy rice-crusted tiger prawns.) 

You’ll also find egg-specific dishes 

like Kang’s take on shakshuka and 

a sumptuous eggs Benedict topped 

with a choice of smoked duck breast, 

maple-salmon gravlax or spinach 

and mushrooms. And the luxurious 

setting — an oasis of fresh plants and 

sparkling chandeliers that twinkle at 

night — works equally well for a relax-

ing, hours-long brunch.

Orchard’s brunch is available on 

weekends from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m., tak-

ing it right into the restaurant’s happy 

hour (2 to 5 p.m.), which is ideal if you 

want a few more daytime cocktails to 

lead into the evening — or a nap.

134, 620 10 Ave. S.W., 403-243-2392 

orchardyyc.com

Orchard Restaurant

Among other dinner spots that are just as magical in the daytime is Deane 
House (806 9 Ave. S.E., 403-264-0595, deanehouse.com), which offers one of 
the most polished brunches in town — executive chef Jason Barton-Browne’s 
braised bison pierogi gratin has become a new house favourite. After a pan-
demic hiatus, Pigeonhole (306 17 Ave. S.W., 403-452-4694, pigeonholeyyc.ca) 
brought back its brunch earlier this year, featuring impossibly fluffy souffle 

pancakes. And for a brunch with plenty of vegetarian options, Donna Mac (1002 
9 St. S.W., 403-719-3622, donnamacyyc.ca) has an inventive menu with dishes 

that complement its dinner fare, like Turkish eggs with spiced yogurt. Note that 
most restaurants that don’t exclusively serve brunch only offer it on weekends.

Sometimes, only eggs Benedict will do —  
especially at Orchard, where you have a 
choice of duck breast, maple-salmon 
gravlax or spinach and mushrooms.

where they brunch

Find us online for 

mouthwatering inspiration! WWW.LACTALISFOODSERVICE.CA

@LACTALISCANADAFOODSERVICE

Let’s
connect

Topped with 
Slices of Summer!

PAR_632_Burger_Avenue_Ad_F1.indd   1 2022-05-04   10:04

https://orchardyyc.com/
https://www.deanehouse.com/
https://www.pigeonholeyyc.ca/
https://www.donnamacyyc.ca/
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Orchard Restaurant

Find us online for 

mouthwatering inspiration! WWW.LACTALISFOODSERVICE.CA

@LACTALISCANADAFOODSERVICE

Let’s
connect

Topped with 
Slices of Summer!

PAR_632_Burger_Avenue_Ad_F1.indd   1 2022-05-04   10:04

https://www.lactalisfoodservice.ca/en/
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BANFF TR AIL RIDERS

xploring the Rockies on horseback is an adventure 

of a lifetime, a chance to commune with nature as 

you follow routes travelled by Indigenous peoples 

and early explorers. Here in Southern Alberta, there 

is a wide range of outfitters that you can saddle-up 

with, whether you’re looking for a fun activity for a 

summer afternoon, a luxurious lodge getaway or an 

off-the-grid escape into the rugged backcountry. PH
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GIDDY-UP!

june/july 2022

Based in Banff National Park, this longstanding 

outfitter offers a variety of trail rides and tours 

around the town of Banff, as well as two- to 

six-day lodge trips into the backcountry of the 

Park. “We go to some very remote, special plac-

es,” says operating partner and self-described 

cowgirl Julie Canning.  One of the best things 

about riding a horse in Banff National Park's 

backcountry is that there are no motorized  

vehicles allowed, Canning says. “When you 

come with us, it’s an opportunity to unplug.”

With comfortably appointed lodges 

stationed with cooks, the Banff Trail Riders 

experience is one in which clients can feel safe, 

secure and relaxed. Canning describes this 

mix of rustic and luxury as the “fine balance of 

riding with Banff Trail Riders — the authentic-

ity of being in the backcountry, while still being 

able to have a great dinner with a glass of wine.”  

“People are looking for authentic, meaning-

ful experiences that will allow them to experi-

ence our country and our national park, and 

they want to do it in a respectful way. That’s 

what Banff Trail Riders does — we take people 

to those places that will change you.” 

horseback.com

Banff Trail Riders.

https://horseback.com/
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MOUNTAINS

W H E R E  TO  G O
H O R S E BAC K  R I D I N G
I N  T H E  M O U N TA I N S
T H I S  S U M M E R

GIDDY-UP!

ALPINE STABLES
Horseback riders have been travelling through 

Waterton Lakes National Park, a UNESCO 

World Heritage Site, for generations. War-

dens patrolled on horseback from the park’s 

early days, and well before that, Indigenous 

peoples — including the Blackfoot, well known 

for their horse skills — rode the area. “A lot of 

trade routes came through Waterton,” says 

Jenika Watson, whose family has run Alpine 

Stables in the national park for more than  

50 years. “It’s neat to be a part of that legacy.” 

As the only outfitter licensed to operate inside 

the park, Alpine Stables offers a wide variety 

of trail rides from May through September. 

Rides go from one hour up to a full day. For a 

backcountry experience, sister company Blue 

Ridge Outfitters runs overnight trips through-

out the month of July in Castle Wildland 

Provincial Park, just north of Waterton. 

alpinestables.com  

alpinestables.com/blue-ridge-outfitters

“WHAT 

HORSES 

CAN DO 

AMAZES 

ME, EVERY 

TIME 

I RIDE.”

GARY SANDBECK
Trail Riders of the Canadian Rockies

TRAIL RIDERS OF THE 
CANADIAN ROCKIES 

This not-for-profit club has been guiding riders 

in the mountains for nearly 100 years. This 

summer, the club is offering a variety of ride 

experiences, including overnight lodge rides 

with Banff Trail Riders and trips with Boundary 

Ranch in the Little Elbow Recreation Area in 

Kananaskis Country. The Boundary Ranch 

trips are for experienced riders or beginners 

who have what Trail Riders president Gary 

Sandbeck describes as a “really good sense 

of adventure.” “The rides will characteristi-

cally run for six to seven hours a day,” says 

Sandbeck. “We ride into the high alpine and 

across some of highest accessible mountain 

passes. It is intense.”

Trail Riders of the Canadian Rockies  
heading north up Allenby Pass in  

Banff National Park.

Trail Riders are also heading out this sum-

mer with Anchor D Guiding & Outfitting, an 

operation based in the Turner Valley area, on a 

seven-day moving trip across the Continental 

Divide between Alberta and B.C. This trip is for 

intermediate-to-experienced riders only. “That 

feeling of getting up high [in the alpine] with 

the horse is really, really special,” Sandbeck 

says. “You put your trust in your horse. On 

horseback, you can get further into the back-

country to places and sites that would be very 

difficult to access by hiking. What horses can 

do amazes me, every time I ride.” 

trailridevacations.com

https://www.alpinestables.com/
https://www.alpinestables.com/blue-ridge-outfitters
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  Avenue’s writers and editors are occasionally invited to experience dining or adventure activities as a guest, including 

some of the experiences in this story. Neither complimentary experiences nor advertising are required for coverage in 

Avenue. Neither companies that advertise nor those that provide other incentives are promised editorial coverage, nor 

do they have the opportunity to review or approve stories before publication.

If you’ve always wanted to 
try riding without a saddle, 
Eagle Feather Riding, a half-
hour drive west of Calgary, 
offers bareback riding lessons 
for all ages from September 
through June. Students ride 
the same horse through-
out the year, guided by a 
“co-pilot” — an experienced 
rider who walks alongside. 
This style of riding appeals 
to “highly sensitive, gentle 
people who want to connect 
with a living being,” says Eagle 
Feather Riding owner Vickie 
Tait. “It’s a deep connection.”  
eaglefeatherriding.ab.ca

COWLEY’S RAFTER 
SIX RANCH
This ranch outfitter in Bow Valley Provincial Park 

offers customizable rides from May through the end 

of October for all levels, ranging from pony rides for 

children, to one- and two-hour, and half- and full-

day rides for advanced-level adults. 

The family-owned ranch has been doing trail rides in 

Kananaskis Country since 1976. “We are really proud 

to have a Canadian heritage herd,” says Rafter Six’s 

Kateri Cowley. “Our horses are so kind and really 

friendly. They love people, and they love their job.”

Rafter Six rides proceed along the Kananaskis 

River toward Barrier Lake. “It’s some of the best 

riding in Canada,” Cowley says. “There are easy 

trails, and there are really challenging trails, and the 

viewpoints are incredible.” The Ranch also hosts 

rustic off-grid camping. “We welcome visitors with 

authentic western hospitality,” Cowley says.

raftersix.com

PAINTED WARRIORS
Located in Mountain View County, in the foot-

hills northwest of Calgary, Painted Warriors offers 

horseback riding, training, lessons and experiences 

presented from an Indigenous perspective. 

“You’re learning all aspects of how horses fit into our 

culture,” explains Painted Warriors co-owner and 

lead instructor, Tracey Klettl, who shares knowledge 

from her Cree and Mohawk heritage. (Her partner 

Tim is Ojibway.) “The spiritual part is that connec-

tion and respect,” Klettl says. “It’s understanding how 

to work with that horse and respecting and under-

standing where that horse is coming from — looking 

at things from the horse’s point of view.” 

Among the experiences offered by Painted 

Warriors is an overnight stay that starts with lunch 

and riding skills instruction — including how to 

communicate with the horses. Guests then spend 

the night in comfortable Métis trapper’s tents and  

set out on a trail ride the next day. 

There is also a four-day horseback riding boot 

camp, and a 10-day adventure that introduces guests 

to a variety of riding and backcountry skills. “Instead 

of sitting back and being waited on, they’re right in 

there with us,” Klettl says. “It’s so much more than a 

horse experience, because we incorporate as much 

as we can, including traditional foods and knowl-

edge about, for example, how we would use plant 

medicines in the case of injury in the backcountry.”

paintedwarriors.ca

RIDING
FREE

Painted Warriors.

Cowley’s Rafter Six Ranch.

http://eaglefeatherriding.ab.ca/
http://www.raftersix.com/
https://www.paintedwarriors.ca/
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Nothing says summer adventure like 
a road trip and, with Calgary’s close 
proximity to the mountains and beyond, 
there are dozens of routes just waiting 
to be explored. From destinations just 
downtown to mountain getaways in 
B.C., it’s time to reclaim local adventure 
and see where the roads may lead you. 
Ready, set, drive!



DRINK AND DINE 
Part of the fun of a road trip is sampling 
delicious delicacies from new places, and 17th 

Ave brings a full offering of 
worldly cuisine in one 

place. Visit award-
winning international 

restaurants, beloved 
bakeries, decadent 
dessert spots and 
much more. And 
that’s just the food 
offerings! Quench 

your thirst and get 
energized at one of 

the numerous coffee 

shops, treat yourself to a bubble tea, or grab a 
pint at a local pub.

Getting around 17th Ave and to all its dining 
spots is as easy as walking, biking or jumping 
onto an e-scooter. For Tulene Steiestol, 
executive director of 
17th Ave, patio hopping 
across the 40+ outdoor 
locations provides a true 
experience of what 17th 
Ave has to offer. “There 
are expansive patios 
where you and friends 
can enjoy local beers, and 
there are smaller, more 
intimate patios, perfect 
for a romantic date night,” 
says Steiestol.

EXPLORE THE AVE
“There’s never a shortage of fun things to do 
on Calgary’s favourite street,” says Steiestol. 
“It’s home to city parks, vibrant murals and a 
variety of events, live performances and more 
throughout the year.” 

Take yourself on a self-guided tour of 
more than 20 BUMP murals located along 
17th Ave featuring vibrant works created by 
local, national and international artists. There 
are also numerous galleries with local art, 
specialty shops selling unique finds and not 
one but two parks, Tomkins Park and Thomson 
Family Park.

“17th Ave is a must-visit Calgary destination 
at any time of the year, but this famous 
street really comes to life in the summer,” 
says Steiestol.

Starting in 
May, Tomkins 
Park transforms 
into a lively 
destination with 
outdoor dining 
and seating to 
accompany the 
park’s official 
picnic site 

designation by the City of Calgary. Starting 
July 1, the park features live entertainment, 
including drag shows, jazz music, local bands 
and movies every Wednesday through Sunday 
until September 21.

PAMPER OR PLAY
After a busy day of dining and exploring, 
the best way to end your day is with a little 
pampering. “Whether you destress with a  
fresh pedicure and facial or an intense workout 
or massage to get you feeling right, you can 
find a number of different salons, spas and 
wellness services on 17th Ave,” says Steiestol. 
If play is more your way to unwind, there are 
plenty of fitness studios, gyms, escape rooms 
and trivia nights to discover and enjoy.

JOURNEY WITHIN  
YOUR OWN CITY
17th Ave is one of Calgary’s most diverse cultural hubs,  
making it a great destination for exploration and adventure

It’s time to get out and explore your city, enjoy a little adventure  
and support your favourite local businesses all at the same time! 

For more information, visit 17thave.ca.
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Road trips offer an 
exciting and accessible 
way to get out and 
explore our province 
and beyond during 
the summer. But while 
you may have the itch 
for an adventure, you 
might not quite be 
ready to venture too far 
from Calgary. If that’s 
the case, turn your 
attention to the city 
and look no further than 
the 17th Ave Retail and 
Entertainment District 
for a great destination 
to explore.

https://17thave.ca/


https://17thave.ca/


ENJOY THE 
HISTORIC CORE
As you arrive in 
Fernie and take in 
the postcard-perfect 
mountain views and 
relish the laid-back 
pace, don’t rush the 
experience. Fernie 
prides itself on being a 
community first and a 
destination second, so 
start your trip by enjoying what it has to offer.

“Certainly, Fernie is an absolute escape 
from the busyness of the city,” says Christine 
Grimble, manager, media/travel trade and 
projects at Tourism Fernie.

Stroll down the century-old downtown core, 
which was built from the ground up after a 
fire reduced the town to ashes in less than 90 
minutes in 1908. Next, go on the self-guided 
heritage walking tour to learn more about the 

rich history that has made Fernie what it is 
today. As the evening rolls around, enjoy 
some unique and culturally diverse 
dining spots. Nevados pairs Latin 
delights with your choice of 
tequila from its tequila wall; 
Himalayan Spice Bistro brings 
authentic South Asian flair, 
while The Loaf offers patio 
dining with Italian dishes. 
Or enjoy a glass of B.C. wine 
at Bramasole Restaurant and 
Wine Bar.

ADVENTURE TIME
Now that you’ve gotten a feel for Fernie’s 
down-to-earth community, Grimble 

recommends 
enjoying the 
city’s vibrant 
mountain 
culture. But 
first, she 
suggests 
fueling up 
with a pain 
au chocolat at 
French bakery 
Le Bon Pain 
or coffee and 
freshly baked 
scones at the 
Miner’s Mud. 

For an all-
in-one adventure, visit Fernie Alpine Resort, 
which offers sightseeing, hiking, mountain 
biking, a scenic and accessible chairlift ride 
and Nature Bob’s Interpretive Centre. Around 
Fernie itself, there are hundreds of trails for 
everyone from beginners to avid hikers and 
bikers. If water adventures are more your 
splash of fun, visit the Elk River for a thrilling 
whitewater rafting trip alongside stunning 
canyons and scenic wilderness.

Fernie is 
also excited to 
welcome back 
a broad array 

of events and 
festivals. Join the 

community in a half-
marathon run, test your 

skills in a mountain bike 
race or enjoy the best of Canadian 

Indie Music at the Wapiti Music Festival. From 
outdoor adventure to entertainment, there’s 
always something happening in Fernie.

LOCAL CULTURE
After a busy day of adventure, it’s always nice 
to wind down, and Fernie has many relaxing 
cultural experiences to discover. Drop by the 
Fernie Museum to learn about the city’s rich 
mining history. Stroll the public Fernie Art 
Walk and visit the many galleries, unique art 
installations and murals around the city. And, 
every Sunday starting early July, Fernie has 
a Mountain Market featuring local products, 
food and produce, so you can stock up on 
souvenirs and goodies before you leave.

DESTINATION FERNIE
Discover picturesque scenery, mountain-town charm and  
plenty of outdoor adventure in Fernie, B.C.

This is a snapshot of what a  
trip to Fernie can provide.  

This quaint mountain 
destination has much more to 

offer, so next time you visit, 
stay for longer. To learn more,  

visit tourismfernie.com.
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Revive your spirit of the beaten path where your well-being and sense of adventure is top of mind.

Fernie, BC is an idyllic and friendly mountain community. We invite you to explore our beautiful landscapes, pristine waterways, 
and lush valleys. Experience our historic downtown, endless outdoor activities, quaint attractions, and great places to dine. 

Just a 3-hour drive from Calgary.

VisitFernieBC.com  |  #ferniestoke

World-class Fly Fishing • Mountain Biking • Hiking • Golfing • Rafting, Kayaking, SUP • Spa • Dining • Shopping

A Destination Unlike Any Other

Situated three hours 
west of Calgary and 
nestled in the heart of 
the Canadian Rocky 
Mountains, the city of 
Fernie, B.C., is a close-
knit community with a 
rich history, culture and 
easy access to endless 
outdoor activities, 
making it the perfect 
road trip destination in 
any season.

https://tourismfernie.com/


Revive your spirit of the beaten path where your well-being and sense of adventure is top of mind.

Fernie, BC is an idyllic and friendly mountain community. We invite you to explore our beautiful landscapes, pristine waterways, 
and lush valleys. Experience our historic downtown, endless outdoor activities, quaint attractions, and great places to dine. 

Just a 3-hour drive from Calgary.

VisitFernieBC.com  |  #ferniestoke

World-class Fly Fishing • Mountain Biking • Hiking • Golfing • Rafting, Kayaking, SUP • Spa • Dining • Shopping

A Destination Unlike Any Other

https://tourismfernie.com/


THE PLACE WHERE RETAIL BEGINS 
Since opening its doors in 2018, New Horizon 
Mall has offered a modern marketplace 
experience focused on more than just big brand 
shopping. Instead, Alexandra Winn, marketing 
manager at New Horizon Mall, says the mall 
revolves around “creating a community of local 
business owners.” 

Paired with small shop sizes and a design 
that supports up to 500 local businesses, New 
Horizon makes itself attractive and accessible 
to small local businesses. In fact, Winn says 
each retail store in New Horizon is purchased 
by independent business owners, which is a 
first for Alberta. For visitors, the many local 

merchants, personal services, 
handmade and specialty gift shops, 
artisans and fresh market vendors at 
New Horizon offer all the charm and 
fun of any small-town destination. 

UNIQUE, LOCAL FUN 
New Horizon’s unique experiences go 
beyond shopping; it’s a great family destination 
for all ages. If you’re bringing your kids, start 
your day with a morning of play at the Sky 
Castle indoor playground. The playground 
opened in 2021 and boasts 34,000 square feet 
of family entertainment that features a soft 
play space with multiple slides, a snow castle, 

doughnut slide, ninja area, 
a car track and much more. 
If that doesn’t make you 
wish you were a kid again, 
Sky Castle also features 
a “mini-town” where 
kids can pretend to be 
firefighters, doctors, chefs 
or grocery store managers. 

Besides New Horizon’s 
unique shopping (and 
play) experience, the mall 
also features a diverse 
array of year-round 
entertainment. Check out 
the main stage, which hosts 
various community events, 

including 
children’s holiday 

activities, fashion shows, 
local musicians and cultural celebrations. 

When it’s time to refuel, visit the 
International Food Court for your choice of 
bubble teas, classic burgers and everything 
in-between. Before heading home after your 
day of adventure, treat yourself to a sweet treat 
from one of the various ice cream stores or 
candy shops. 

“Those who will appreciate New Horizon 
the most are people looking for a unique, local 
marketplace experience,” says Winn. “It’s 
a place to explore and to make a discovery 
around every corner.”

NEW HORIZON MALL: 
CLOSE-TO-HOME ADVENTURE 
Discover local merchants, international cuisine and family fun  
at New Horizon Mall

New Horizon Mall offers a 
truly unique experience you 
won’t find anywhere else in 

Alberta. For more information, 
visit newhorizonmall.com. 
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SMALL SHOPS.
HUGE VARIETY. 
New Horizon is the only mall dedicated to LOCAL Businesses. Make one discovery 
after another with our growing community of local merchants, artisans and personal 
service providers. www.newhorizonmall.com

T H E  L O C A L  B U S I N E S S  M A R K E T P L A C E

P RO U D  TO  S U P P O RT  O U R  LO C A L  B U S I N E S S  OW N E R S .

NHM-April12Ad-v3.indd   1 2022-04-13   11:32 AM

It’s time to think outside the box for your next road trip 
destination, especially if you’re looking for a close-to-home 
adventure. So, if you want to sample global cuisine, shop 
from artisan merchants, celebrate events and more, then 
make your next destination the New Horizon Mall in Rocky 
View County.

https://newhorizonmall.com/


SMALL SHOPS.
HUGE VARIETY. 
New Horizon is the only mall dedicated to LOCAL Businesses. Make one discovery 
after another with our growing community of local merchants, artisans and personal 
service providers. www.newhorizonmall.com

T H E  L O C A L  B U S I N E S S  M A R K E T P L A C E

P RO U D  TO  S U P P O RT  O U R  LO C A L  B U S I N E S S  OW N E R S .

NHM-April12Ad-v3.indd   1 2022-04-13   11:32 AM

http://www.newhorizonmall.com
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ESCAPE TO JASPER  
FOR A CABIN GETAWAY
Pine Bungalows offers guests a unique, peaceful  
lodging experience with all the amenities

Located along the shores of the Athabasca 
River, Pine Bungalows offers a unique, four-
star cabin getaway that will thrill outdoor 
enthusiasts and press pause on everyday life 
as your stresses sink away into the majestic 
Rocky Mountains.

In addition to hotel lodge rooms, the 11-acre 

property boasts 50 cabins, each nine metres 
apart, with a private firepit. Cabins come in 
several different sizes to suit couples, families 
and multi-family guests.

Whether you’re looking to explore Jasper 
or simply spend time with loved ones, Pine 
Bungalows is the perfect option for any 
traveller. With close proximity to the Jasper 
townsite, guests have easy access to the park’s 
must-see spots, like Athabasca Falls and 
Maligne Canyon.

For those who have explored Jasper or are 
looking for the perfect place to unwind, Pine 
Bungalows has you covered. With nearly $2 
million invested into the property since 2019, 
Pine Bungalows has upgraded its cabins, 
added amenities and the fine-dining gem, 
Kumama Bistro.

“For anyone who has visited Pine Bungalows 
in the past, it looks significantly different,” says 
Tracy Grierson, CFO of Pine Bungalows. “We 
are set up that if you truly want to just spend 
time with your friends and family by your own 
fire, or beside the river in your own cabin, you 
can. We have a grocery store, a coffee shop 
and a restaurant with some of the best food I’ve 
ever tried.”

So, if you’re coming from the Edmonton area 
or travelling the Icefield Parkway from Calgary, 
visiting Pine Bungalows has become one of 
Jasper’s can’t-miss locations.

Firepits out-
side, heated 
floors inside. 
The perfect 
summer 
camp for all. 

VISIT US IN JASPER
NATIONAL PARK

pinebungalows.com

Visit pinebungalows.com for 
more information.

Unplug, unwind and 
reconnect with family 
and nature with a visit to 
Pine Bungalows Resort 
in Jasper National Park.

https://pinebungalows.com/
https://pinebungalows.com/
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Just outside Penticton on 
the famed Naramata Bench, 
Red Rooster Winery is a 
“must-see” for anyone looking 
for an incomparable wine 
experience. Founded in 1990 
with its first vintage released in 
1997, Red Rooster employs bold 
winemaking techniques that 
stand out in a region with more 
wineries along a single touring 
route than any other in the 
Okanagan Valley.

Surrounded by mountain 
vistas, beaches, golf courses and 
hiking trails, Red Rooster’s patio 
overlooks its malbec vineyard 
and Okanagan Lake. This year’s 

expanded portfolio of wines, including Pinot 3, 
Carbonic Merlot-Malbec and Sur Lie 

Chardonnay, perfectly complement 
Red Rooster’s menu of carefully 

selected food pairings from local 
restaurant The Nest.

“If you haven’t visited 
us in a while, it’s worth 
checking out,” says Red 
Rooster winemaker Elaine 
Vickers. “Our intimate seated 
wine flight experience gives 

ample time for you to marvel 
at the view and indulge in our 

new wines.”
Visitors can choose from four 

distinct wine experiences, including the 
Signature option, which focuses on wine education, 

the Iconic Experience for a wine and food pairing, and Frosé, a fun way 
to enjoy frozen wine. And, for those looking to spend time with Red 
Rooster’s winemaking team, try the Winemakers Experience.

To reserve a table at Red Rooster Winery  
or to become a member of its wine club,  

visit redroosterwinery.com.

Enjoy seated wine and food pairing flights  
from our Estate on the Naramata Bench.

Visit us online or call 1-888-505-5537  
to reserve your seat today.

www.redroosterwinery.com

Scan the QR code and enter AVENUE to receive a 2-for-1 
Signature Wine Experience at Red Rooster Winery.

$18 VALUE | Offer ends December 31, 2022.

@
REDROOSTERW

INE

891 Naramata Road, Penticton, BC

BEYOND
EXPECTATIONS

Bold. Precise. Exceptional.

British 
Columbia has 
long been a 
destination for 
wine lovers, and 
for one estate 
in the heart of 
the province’s 
wine country, 
going beyond 
expectations 
comes naturally.

HIDDEN GEM ALONG  
B.C.’S WINE TRAIL
Red Rooster Winery goes above and beyond  
to deliver an unforgettable wine experience

http://www.redroosterwinery.com
https://redroosterwinery.com/


HIKE THE 
HISTORICAL 

TRAILS
Cochrane Ranche Historic Site 

features stunning landscapes, rich history and 
hidden discoveries across its 3.2 kilometres of 
biking and walking trails. Even more surprises 
await when you download the Explore Cochrane 
app, which provides the GPS locations of 13 
posts along the trail that act as self-guided 
historical tour markers. Each post reveals more 
about Cochrane’s history and leads to hidden 
gems like a 300-year-old white spruce tree.

PICNIC IN THE PARK
After a busy day of adventure, visit the local 
restaurants with options for everything from 
Indian cuisine to classic sandwiches and pick 
up a fresh, hand-crafted picnic. Then, use the 
Explore Cochrane app to find one of Cochrane’s 
amazing parks to enjoy the beautiful scenery 

while supporting local businesses.

RIVER RAFTING AND MORE
Cochrane envelopes a beautiful stretch of the 
Bow River, an idyllic setting for family-friendly 
floats or nature watching. Bring your family 
along for an interpretive trip to learn more about 
the local and Indigenous history of the land. 
Afterwards, rent some paddleboards, try your 
hand at fly fishing or take a scenic stroll along 
the riverside trails.
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Find adventure, trails, shopping, 

offers, dining, events, and more 

with the Explore Cochrane app!

Once a little hamlet and now a lively town, Cochrane 
has a rich history steeped in western heritage. While 
Cochrane is often associated with its famous McKay’s 
ice cream, it offers many other surprises and hidden 
gems well worth a road trip visit.

For your own guide to Cochrane, 
visit cochranetourism.ca 
and download the app at 

explorecochrane.ca.

SURPRISE AND 
ADVENTURE  
AWAIT IN 
COCHRANE

Make Cochrane your 
next destination 

with its 
small-town 

hospitality 
and big 
selection of 
activities 
and 
seasonal 

fun

https://explorecochrane.ca/
https://cochranetourism.ca/
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FIND YOUR LOCAL 
CONNECTION
A great way to kick off your visit to 
Airdrie is with the Airdrie Ale Trail, a 
self-guided tour of its four local craft 
breweries. Each brewery offers its own 
distinct story and experience, including 
award-winning brews and unique 
community collaborations. Each stop 
(and sip) will connect you to Airdrie’s 
local businesses and rich history. Or, 
if you can’t make it to a brewery, pop 
by any of the 11 local establishments 
supporting Airdrie’s craft beer scene.

FIND YOUR FAMILY FUN
Airdrie also offers excellent family 
escapes with authentic experiences, 

including the Airdrie Pro Rodeo, Airdrie 
Farmers Market for some local goodies, Iron 
Horse Park mini-train excursions, the famed 
Airdrie Festival of Lights, and so much more. 
With affordable attractions and festivals year-
round and all age entertainment at Woodside 
Golf, Rival Axe Throwing, Glitch Gaming 
Lounge or Shamrock Lanes, planning your next 
road trip to Airdrie is easy. 

Despite its unprecedented growth, Airdrie 
maintains that “small-town feel,” reflected in 
its connected community, geographic location, 
inclusive festivals and vibrant spirit.

The city of Airdrie is the perfect 
summer stop for a family day 
trip or for a break along the way 
on your holiday road trip. Only 
10 minutes north of the Calgary 
International Airport, Airdrie's 
location is ideal for any traveller. 
With an open, accessible, and 
central position, making Airdrie 
your home base allows quick 
commutes to some of our 
nearby provincial attractions.

FIND YOUR SUMMER 
(STOP) IN AIRDRIE
Discover local breweries, annual events, family excursions and 
more. Whether you’re visiting for a day trip or just passing 
through, there’s something for everyone.

See what else Airdrie has to offer  
as you find your summer destination 

at airdrie.ca/visit. 

https://www.airdrie.ca/visit
https://www.airdrie.ca/visit


DINE AT LOCAL GEMS
After a scenic three-hour drive from Calgary, 
treat your tastebuds to some of the local dining 
that Strathcona County offers. There are plenty 
of places to choose from, including pubs with 
Alberta craft beer, quaint cafés and snacks 
from one of the area’s four farmers’ markets. 
For a local favourite, drop by La Patrona for 
authentic Mexican cuisine like loaded tacos and 
slow-braised brisket. Don’t forget to order the 
churros for dessert. 

ENJOY RURAL ADVENTURE
Enjoy a break from the hustle and bustle of the 
city and relax in Strathcona’s rural scene. Take a 
stroll through Strathcona’s many walking trails, 
including its own UNESCO-designated Beaver 
Hills Biosphere Reserve, which spans more than 
1,500 square kilometres of scenic landscapes and 
is filled with wildlife and walkable trails. When 
evening falls, don’t think you have to return 
home so soon. Instead, book a night in the Geo 
Domes at Elk Island Retreat. These cozy geodesic 
sleeping tents pair nature with comfort. 

BRING HOME 
SOMETHING 
FUN
Want to bring a 
memento back for 
your friends and 
family? Strathcona 
County has plenty 
of unique souvenirs. 
Kreative Kustoms is 
a one-stop-shop for 
all things handmade 
with creative gifts 
crafted by over 95 
local artisans. Or, 
visit Driftwood Designs for a unique piece of 
farmhouse distressed decor that will make a 
great talking piece in any home.

ADVERTISING FEATURE
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strathcona.ca/YouCanVisit

S H E R W O O D  P A R K  |  S T R A T H C O N A  C O U N T Y

If you love exceptional 
outdoor adventure and 
discovering local dining 
and shopping gems, then 
mark your next road trip 
destination for Strathcona 
County, including its urban 
centre in Sherwood Park. 
Whether you're here for a 
day, a weekend or longer, 
there’s plenty to uncover, 
from UNESCO sites to 
one-of-a-kind glamping.

DISCOVER STRATHCONA COUNTY
Explore the rural side of  
Strathcona County, where  
unique experiences await

Discover what else Strathcona 
County has to offer 

at strathcona.ca/youcanvisit.

Nominations July 4 to 25

Nominate!

https://www.strathcona.ca/youcanvisit
https://www.strathcona.ca/youcanvisit
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holiday HQ
C A L G A RY  D E S I G N E R  D AY L E  S H E E H A N

F U S E D  M O D E R N  F O R M  W I T H

E X T E N D E D - FA M I LY  F U N C T I O N  I N S I D E

T H I S  K E L OW NA  VA C AT I O N  H O M E

T H AT ’S  C O M P L E T E  W I T H  A  P O O L

A N D  V I N E YA R D  V I E W S.

BY  L I SA  KADANE  PHOTOGRAPHY  BY  PR IME  L I GHT  MED I A

n the spacious living room of Heather and Hugh Alexander’s 

Kelowna vacation home, large glass doors slide open on two walls 

and lead to a summer paradise: On the west side of the house, a 

16-by-28-foot saltwater pool shimmers enticingly; on the north, 

a covered outdoor eating area looks out over a vineyard that sup-

plies Quails’ Gate Winery. Beyond it is Okanagan Lake.

“When June hits, we are full for the summer,” says Heather, who 

wanted to build a house the couple’s two adult children and their 

families could all enjoy at the same time. “We call it the H&H Inn,” 

adds Hugh with a laugh.

With the help of Calgary-based interior designer Dayle Sheehan 

(who happens to be Heather and Hugh’s niece), the Alexanders 

made their dream vacation home a reality. There’s a primary 

bedroom and home office upstairs for Heather and Hugh, a main 

floor designed as an entertaining hub, and a basement with four 

bedrooms — two for the couple’s kids and their spouses, one for 

the four grandsons, and another for the three granddaughters.
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Homeowners Heather 
and Hugh Alexander.

A MODERN HOME IN 
CANADA’S SUMMER 
PL AYGROUND
From the street, the two-storey, flat-

roofed, white and gray stucco home, 

built in 2019, appears squat, its many 

windows stacked horizontally. Step 

inside, though, and a vaulted entry, 

open-riser concrete stairs sided by 

glass, and walls of floor-to-ceiling 

windows that draw the gaze out-

doors welcome guests into the bright 

6,000-square-foot residence.

Sheehan was involved in the entire 

design process and weighed in on 

the layout, floor plan, finishing mate-

rials and decor. She was the one who 

suggested the home’s L-shape, which 

landed the pool on the side of the 

main floor, rather than in the back-

yard off the 3,000-square-foot walk-

out basement. “Heather and Hugh 

had a very clear vision,” says Sheehan. 

“They wanted it to be monochro-

matic, modern and clean.” The result 

is a bold mix of black rift-cut oak 

millwork, gray engineered European 

oak flooring, white Silestone quartz 

counters, gold hardware and faucets, 

and concrete accents. The furniture — 

low-slung, boxy sofas and chairs — 

follows this colour scheme, as does 

the abstract art.

The couple, who split their time 

between Kelowna, Grande Prairie 

and Phoenix, didn’t want anything 

“typical.” There’s an asymmetrical 

fireplace with a concrete mantle and 

hearth, light fixtures that pass for art 

pieces and bathroom tiles set in a 

herringbone pattern. P
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INDOOR-OUTDOOR LIVING
Designed with all the amenities of a 

boutique hotel, the home also needed 

to handle the practicalities of having 

seven grandkids in wet swimsuits 

traipsing around. So, Sheehan de-

signed an outdoor bathroom/change 

room next to the pool, where the kids 

can dry off when they’re done swim-

ming. The room features towel hooks, 

silver benches and a black-and-white 

wallpaper mural of a circa-1950s 

pool party. There’s also a staircase off 

the pool deck that leads down to the 

basement, so the kids can access their 

rooms directly.

That’s not to say outdoor guests 

are barred from the main floor. 

Summertime in Kelowna is all about 

indoor-outdoor living, so the double 

glass doors on two walls slide open 

to integrate the outside spaces with 

the living room and kitchen, inviting 

easy movement between mixing a gin 

and tonic inside and kicking back in a 

cushy poolside chaise. “Heather and 

Hugh wanted to be able to sit outside 

and entertain, or be in the kitchen 

getting drinks or a charcuterie board 

ready, but not miss out on the action,” 

says Sheehan.

PRACTICAL DETAILS IN A  
BOUTIQUE HOTEL SET TING
In the main kitchen, a concrete back-

splash is devoid of upper cabinets. 

Instead, two prints hang on either side 

of a statement black-and-brass hood 

fan, giving the wall a gallery look. 

Around the corner, a butler’s pantry 

houses a second refrigerator, icemak-

er, two dishwasher drawers and all the 

C LO C K W I S E 
F RO M  TO P 

A black-and-white mural 
of a 1950s pool party sets 
the scene in the poolside 
bathroom/change room.

Statement maker: An  
open-riser concrete staircase 
sided by glass has an impact 

in the entrance.

“WHEN JUNE HITS,

WE ARE FULL FOR

THE SUMMER.”

HE ATHER ALE XANDER , 

HOMEOWNER

The home’s monochromatic 
palette is a contrast to its 

lush surroundings.

With many of the  
appliances housed in the 

butler’s pantry, the kitchen  
is almost more work of art 

than workspace.
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MAKE A SPLASH

C LO C K W I S E 
F RO M  TO P 

The view from the primary 
bedroom allows the home-
owners to fully take in their 

Okanagan setting.  

One of the first items 
designer Dayle Sheehan 
sourced for the house 

was the wallpaper in the 
primary bedroom ensuite: “I 
loved that it felt like a huge 

abstract painting.”

Two of the four downstairs 
bedrooms were designed 

for the homeowners’ 
grandchildren. 

The spacious bathroom/
change room is located right 

off the pool deck.

OPPOSITE PAGE
The poker room features 
a custom table that says 

“Hughie’s Room,” reminis-
cent of the poker room 

names in Las Vegas.

Designer Dayle Sheehan shares three 
trends in pool and patio design.

It’s Hip to be Square 
Forget curvy, kidney-shaped swim-
ming pools: Square or rectangular 
pools with clean, classic lines are  
becoming more popular, Sheehan 
says. (They’re also a better fit with  
a modern-style home.)
 
Round Things Out with Plants
Add life and colour to the pool deck 
with indoor/outdoor sphere planters 
that can be moved inside for the 
winter, says Sheehan. Pro tip: Plant 
flowers that can overwinter indoors, 
such as geraniums or begonias.

Don’t Forget an Umbrella
A sun umbrella in a bold colour or 
pattern, or adorned with fringe,  
adds a touch of whimsy to any 
patio. “Get the fun umbrella!” 
says Sheehan.

small appliances that clutter up the counter. “It’s a 

practical kitchen workspace that doesn’t interfere 

with the boutique hotel aesthetic,” Sheehan says.

Another practical design feature: the accessible 

additions that make it possible for Heather’s mom, 

who has muscular dystrophy, to move around 

the space when she visits. One of the guest rooms 

has a roll-in shower and a lower bed and van-

ity, and the home’s five-foot-wide hallways are 

easy for a wheelchair to navigate. There’s also an 

elevator between the three floors. “I specialize in 

wheelchair-accessible design, so I encouraged 

them [to add these elements],” says Sheehan, who 

uses a wheelchair herself.

Since the home will work for them as they age, 

the Alexanders plan to, eventually, settle perma-

nently in Kelowna, turning their vacation home into 

their “forever home.” For now, when Sheehan visits 

her aunt and uncle in Kelowna, she loves seeing 

the house in action. “What is my wildest dream?” 

wonders Sheehan, rhetorically. “I got to do that in 

this house.”
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Interior design by Dayle Sheehan Interior Design,  
Calgary, 403-200-8131, daylesheehaninteriordesign.com
All cabinetry by Wood Butcher Millwork, 1960 Treetop 
Rd., Kelowna, 250-491-3248 
Lighting from Robinson Lighting, Kelowna,  
robinsonlightingcentre.com 
Custom hood fan from Altar Metal Fab, Kelowna,  
250-491-7737, altarmetal.ca
Children’s custom bunk beds by Grizzly Metal Fab, 
Kelowna, grizzlymetalfab.ca
All concrete accents (stairs, bench, fireplace,  
kitchen backsplash) by Klad Surfaces, Kelowna,  
250-681-0913, klad.ca
Fireplace stone from Stone Concepts, 5225 6 St. S.E., 
Calgary, 403-984-4948, stone-concept.ca
Elevator by Hybrid Elevator, Kelowna,  
hybridelevator.ca 
Saltwater pool by Aqua Trends Pool and Spa, Kelowna, 
aquatrends.ca
Outdoor furniture from CF Interiors, Calgary,  
cfinteriors.ca; CB2, cb2.ca; and Wayfair, wayfair.ca
Indoor furniture from CF Interiors, Calgary, cfinteriors.
ca; CB2, cb2.ca; Wayfair, wayfair.ca; and Restoration 
Hardware, rh.com
Art from LeftBank Art, leftbankart.com
Wire female-form statue and statues in front entry  
by Phillips Collection, phillipscollection.com
Decorative accent pieces from HomeSense Canada,  
homesense.ca
Hardware from Emtek, emtek.com
Interior doors by Amber Millwork, Kelowna,  
ambermillwork.com
Custom front door by Gildcraft Millwork, Kelowna, 
gildcraft.com 
Home security, video surveillance and automation 
from Alexander Security Inc., Kelowna and Grande 
Prairie, alexandersecurity.ca

There’s nothing quite like being in your own 
home, and for many older adults, the idea of 
leaving can be stressful. But, thanks to Vytality 
at Home, older adults can age where they are 
most comfortable.

With an innovative and transparent approach 
to seniors’ care, Vytality supports seniors, and 
their families, to age at home with confidence.

Nicole Dyer, co-president of Vytality, says 
she has seen a significant uptick in older adults 
wanting to remain at home and avoid moving 
into communal living spaces since the onset of 
the COVID-19 pandemic.

“We give them the freedom and flexibility 
to live out the remainder of their life at home 
and in the space where they are comfortable,” 
says Dyer.

Vytality offers clients services that best fit 
their individual needs, ranging from weekly 
engagement, companionship, recreational 
therapy, personal care, homemaking and 
nutrition planning to 24-hour, end-of-life 
palliative care.

“It gives the control back to the seniors and 
their families to pick and choose who’s coming, 

when they are coming and what’s being 
provided,” says Dyer.

Families have full access to the high-quality 
care of their loved ones through the Vytality 
app, which provides biographies, notifications 
of arrival and direct communication with 
caregivers while they are at the client’s home.

Dyer says each of Vytality’s approximate 
100 employees are fully aligned with 
the company’s core purpose — to create 
exceptional experiences for its clients. Staff 
expertise ranges from engaged companions 
and health-care aids to nurses and international 
medical graduates.

“It’s a very broad skill set when looking at 
our team,” says Dyer, “and each team member 
is individually matched with what skills are 
required for each of our clients.”

Brad Lohman, co-president of Vytality, 
says initial client assessments include a robust 
and comprehensive cognitive, functional, 
behavioural, mental health and environmental 
screening to ensure their needs are met.

“We often have a conversation with 
the family to make sure we are capturing 
everything required to keep the client happy 
and safe in their home,” says Lohman. 

If aging in the comfort of your home is right 
for you, visit vytality.ca or call 403-476-3680 to 
book a free consultation and live your best life.

Vytality at Home enables 
older adults to thrive as 
they age at home

CREATING EXCEPTIONAL 
EXPERIENCES

ADVERTISING FEATURE

https://vytality.ca/
https://www.daylesheehaninteriordesign.com/
https://www.robinsonlightingcentre.com/
https://grizzlymetalfab.ca/
https://klad.ca/
https://stone-concept.ca
https://www.hybridelevator.ca/
https://aquatrends.ca/
https://www.cb2.ca/
https://www.wayfair.ca/
https://www.leftbankart.com/
https://rh.com/
https://www.phillipscollection.com/
https://www.homesense.ca/
https://emtek.com/
https://www.ambermillwork.com/
http://www.gildcraft.com/
https://www.alexandersecurity.ca/
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inviting visitors to marvel at it from below, while 

also being respectful of the ecology of the island. 

A highly regarded artist with an impressive 

record of innovative, cross-disciplinary projects in 

Germany, France, the U.S. and Canada, de Broin 

came to national attention as the 2007 winner 

of the prestigious Sobey Art Award for emerg-

ing contemporary artists. Five years later, the 

National Gallery of Canada permanently installed 

his remarkable sculpture, Majestic, on its grounds 

near Parliament Hill. Originally exhibited in New 

Orleans, Majestic is constructed from streetlamps 

damaged during the devastation of Hurricane 

Katrina. A tribute to the resilience of those who 

rebuilt their lives after adversity, it’s an astonishing 

blend of asymmetry and balance.

Bloom simulates a globe-shaped flower with 

repurposed industrial street lights that ema-

nate from a central hub, suggesting the delicate 

floral filaments of an allium or dandelion puff. 

The sculpture vacillates between function and 

representation in an irrational, magical way. Each 

of the six shafts terminate with a different fixture 

Bloom

that doubles as a distinct flower form. Engineered 

to function as lights, they illuminate the park at 

night and from a distance create the illusion of a 

sparkling ball.

The resident osprey, a species known to be toler-

ant of human activity, picked the six-petaled cir-

cular florette that shines down from seven storeys 

high as a perennial nesting perch. Its arrival each 

year is a testament to the success of the park in at-

tracting wildlife and adds to the transformation of 

the sculpture. The ready-made industrial compo-

nents mimic natural structure, are repurposed as 

an object that is both functional and aesthetically 

pleasing, and are reclaimed by nature. “It’s beauti-

ful to see a bird taking my sculpture as a nest,” de 

Broin said in a 2016 interview with the CBC. “It’s 

great to be appreciated. Especially by animals.”

 B
y day, a metallic flower; by night, a low-

hanging constellation; from late April to 

fall, an inner-city penthouse platform for 

a nesting osprey. In each guise, Bloom is 

full of paradoxes. Artist Michel de Broin 

created the sculpture as a commission for 

the Calgary Municipal Land Corporation (CMLC) 

seven years ago, and it now draws admirers to East 

Village and the award-winning St. Patrick’s Island, 

rejuvenated after the flood of 2013.

In April 2015, when Montreal-based de 

Broin appeared as the surprise guest at the first 

Placemakers Event of the East Village CMLC 

Speakers Series at the Grand, he spoke of his 

admiration for Alexander Calder’s Expo 67 legacy 

sculpture Trois Disques, and how various features 

of it had inspired his concept for Bloom. Calder 

used grand scale to mark a place that could be 

seen from many viewpoints, but also allowed 

people to circulate and pass under the sculpture 

with ease by elevating it on slender legs. Likewise, 

Bloom is monumental, but also accessible. It 

touches the earth in three spots with slender poles, 

CURATED  BY  KATHER INE  Y L I TA LO

T I T L E

Bloom

D AT E

2015

A RT I ST

Michel de Broin

M E D I A

Highway traffic lights, steel

S I Z E

22 by 24 by 24 metres

L O C AT I O N

St. Patrick’s Island

N O T E S

Commissioned by CMLC. 

Michel de Broin worked with 

Ontario-based fabricators 

Lafontaine Iron Werks and 

Quantum Engineering Inc. 

He is represented by Galerie 

Blouin-Division, Montreal.
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Every afternoon at 1:30 p.m. the world’s best 

cowboys, cowgirls and animals put on an 

amazing display of skill and grit, with each 

win building towards Showdown Sunday at 

the World’s Largest Outdoor Rodeo.

A dazzling doubleheader kicks off nightly at 

7:45 p.m. with the Cowboys Rangeland Derby 

Chuckwagon Races followed by the 

Bell Grandstand Show, featuring Dean Brody, 

and culminates in a spectacular fireworks 

finale that lights up the night sky. 

New for 2022! You’re invited to a celebration 

of cultures and a gathering of community 

featuring dancing, drumming and 

competition at one of Canada’s 

largest powwows. Join us July 12—14 at 

the Saddledome. Free with admission!

https://www.calgaryzoo.com/
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Where to indulge in decadent  
dishes and cool cocktails

LET’S BRUNCH!SUMMER FUN GUIDE
Tasty road trips, local  
attractions and more

PM
# 40030911

WE     CALGARY

The organizations

and individuals moving

our city forwardthe
issue

Charles Buchanan is on a mission 
to end technology poverty

ALL SYSTEMS GO




